V-UG-Zool(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Zool(CC)-XI (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Answer any two of the following as per the
instruction of the examiners :
9×2

1. Conduct two of the following assignments as per the
instructions given :
6×2

a) To study the different types of fish diseases

a) To study the developmental stages and Life
Cycle of Drosophila from stock culture.
8

b) Identify the different types of scales in fishes

b) To study different types of placenta that are
shown in photograps/charts.

c) Study of different types of fins of fishes
d) Study of different modified structures of fishes
(Saw of Saw fishes, Hammer of hammer-headed
fish, tail of Shark)
2. Practical Record

3

3. Viva-Voce

4

V-130-0.7



c) To study the different development stages of
chick embryo.
2. Identify with comments on the given spots I to IV.
( permanent slides of developmental stages of Frog
and chick are to be supplied)
1½ × 4
3. Practical Record.

3

4. Viva-voce

4

V-100-0.7



V-UG-Zool(CC)-XII (Pr)

V-UG-Zool(DSE)-I (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Answer any two of the following as per the
instruction of the examiners.
6×2

1. To study different types of parental care in animals
that are shown in photographs/videos.
9

a) Study of DNA replication using photographs or
slides and special cases, e.g.polytene
chromosomes.
b) Estimation of RNA using oricinol reaction
quantitatively using Calorimeter.

OR
To study behavioural response of wood-lice in
response to humid condition.
2. To study geotaxis behaviour in earthworm.

c) Preparation of Liquid/Solid culture medium and
raise the culture of E.coli.

9

OR
To study phototaxis behaviour in insect larvae.

2. Prepare two models related to molecular biology as
per the instruction.
3×2

3. Practical Record

3

3. Practical Record

3

4. Viva-Voce

4

4. Viva-Voce

4
V-120-0.7

V-110-0.7





[ 2 ]

V-UG-Phy(CC)-XI (Pr)

6. Viva.
7. Record.

6

2018

4

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Solve any one with Scilab programme

Distribution of Marks
Experiment

15

Viva

06

Recod

04

1. Solve the S-wave Schrodinger equation for the
ground state of the hydrogen atom for free
particle.
15
2. Solve the S-wave Schrodinger equation for the first
excited state of the hydrogen atom.
15
3. Solve the S-wave radial Schrodinger equation for
the screened coulomb potential.
15

V-97-0.6



4. Plot the Gaussian wavefunction by taking appropriate
limit.
15
5. Solve and plot the equation.

dv  g  av v 0  0
 
dt
t  0  0
V-97-0.6

15

g  9.8m / s 2
a  0.2s1
[Turn Over

[ 2 ]

f)

V-UG-Bot(CC)-XII (Pr)

2018

Calculate the area of an open stoma and
percentage of leaf area open through stomata in
a mesophyte.

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

g) Study the effect of light on seed germination.

Answer all questions
h) Study the induction of amylase activity in
germinating barleygrains.
2. Demonstration experiments (any one) :

1. Perform any one of the following choosen by
lot :
12

6

a) Determine the O.P of the cell-sap of the given
plant material by plasmolytic method.

a) To demonstrate suction due to transpiration
b) Avena coleoptile bioassay

b) Determine the D.P.D of given tissue by weight
method.

c) Rooting for cuttings.
3. Viva-voce

5

4. Class Record

2

c) Study the effect of wind velocity on the rate of
transpiration in excised twig
d) Study the effect of light on the rate of
transpiration in excised twig
e) Calculate the stomatal index and stomatal
frequency from the two surfaces of leaves of
dorsiventral and isobilated leaves.

V-109-0.6


V-19

[Turn Over

V-UG-Bot(DSE)-II(Pr)

V-UG-Bot(CC)-XI (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. a) Study the different techniques of hybridization
found in bisexual plants.
12

1. Test the viability of supplied specimen 'A' by
tetrazolium.
7

OR

2. Perform any one of the following choosen by lot 7

b) Study the polygenic inheritance of wheat Kernel
colour. Give the phenotype ratio for the cross
between a wheat plant which is homozygous
dominant for both the genes and one which is
heterozygous for both the genes.
6+6

a) Study the development of supplied embryo
b) Study the supplied fermale gametophyte
c) Calculate the percentage of germination of
pollen by hanging drop method
d) Intraovarian pollination.

2. Draw labelled diagrams and identify with reasons
of the materials given-A, B and C.
6
3. Viva-Voce

5

4. Class-Record

V-129-0.6

2


3. Draw labelled diagrams of supplied microslides or
photographs on the spot and identify with comments.
Specimen-B, C, D.
2×3
4. Viva

4

5. Class Record.

2

V-99-0.6



V-UG-Chem(CC)-XII (Pr)

V-UG-Chem(CC)-XI (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions
1. Determine the Saponification value of coconut
oil.
15
OR
Determine the iodine number of coconut oil.
OR
Estimate the amount of amino acid by Sorenson's
fermal in method.
2. Viva-voce

6

3. Record.

4

V-98-0.6

1. Verify Lambert-Beer's law and determine the
concentration of CuSO4 in a solution of unknown
concentration.
15
OR
Verify Lambert-Beer's law and determine the
concentration of KMnO4 in a solution of unknown
concentration.
OR
Determine the  max value of KMnO4 (0.1M) in 200500nm absorption spectra.
OR
Study the pH-dependence of the UV-VIS spectrum
(200-500) of K2Cr2O7.
OR
determine the  max value of the UV-VIS spectrum
of K2Cr2O7 (0.1M).
2. Viva-Voce

6

3. Record

4


V-108-0.6



V-UG-Phy(CC)-XII (Pr)

V-UG-Chem(DSE)-I (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours

Full Marks - 25

Perform any one of the experiment

Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Determine the susceptibility of paramagnetic solution
by Quinck's Tube Method.
2. Study the PE Hysteresis loop of a Ferroelectric
crystal.
3. Determine the resistivity of a given semiconductor
with temperature by four probe method and
determine the band gap.

1. Synthesize acrylonitrile by precipitation
polymerization.
15
OR
Synthesize Polymethyl Methacrylate.
OR
Synthesize Acrylamide by Redox Polymerization.

4. To determine Hall coefficient of the given
semiconductor sample.
5. To determine the refractive index of a dielectric layer
using SPR.

OR
Prepare phenol-formaldehyde resin.
OR
Prepare Urea-formaldehyde resin.

Distribution of marks

V-107-0.6

Experiment

15

Viva

06

Record

04


2. Viva-Voce

6

3. Record

4

V-118-0.6



V-UG-Bot(DSE)-I (Pr)

V-UG-Chem(DSE)-II (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. a) Estimate the solid waste (biodegradable and nonbiodegradable) generated by a domestic system
and write its important on land degradation. 8

1. Estimate the amount of dissolved oxygen in a given
sample of water.
10

OR
b) Measure the dominance of woody specics by
DBH method.

OR
Determine the amount of chlorine present in the
sample of bleaching powder.
OR
Determine the total alkalinity present in a given water
sample.

2. Submit any ecological model prepared by you.

7

3. Viva-Voce

7

2. Prepare and submit 2gms it borax/boric acid.

5

4. Practical Records

3

3. Viva-Voce

6

4. Record

4

V-119-0.6


V-128-0.6



[ 2 ]

V-UG-Math(DSE)-I (Pr)

2018

6. Write a C++ program to add two matrices using two
dimensional array.
5
7. Record.

4

8. Viva-Voce.

6

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer any three questions
1. Write a C++ program to calculate the sum
1  1  .....  1
for a given N.
5
1 2
N
2. Write a C++ program that prompts the user to input
any natural number and calculate its factorial.
5

V-123-0.5



3. Write a C++ program that prompts the user to input
5 decimal numbers and points the sum and
average.
5
4. Write a C++ program that prompts the user to enter
the length of three sides of a triangle and outputs a
message indicating whether the triangle in right
triangle or a scalene triangle.
5
5. Write a C++ program to enter 100 integers into an
array and short them in descending order and print
the smallest integer.
5
V-123

[Turn Over

[ 2 ]

III-UG-Math(DSE)-I (Pr)

5. Write a value returning function to determine the
smallest number from a set of numbers. Use this
function to determine the smallest number from a
set of 10 numbers.
5

2018
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer any three questions

6. Write a program to enter 10 integer into an arry and
sort them in ascending order and print it.
5

.

V-32-0.5

Record

4

Viva-Voce

6



1. Calculate the sum of the series 1+1/2+1/3+1/4...1/N
for any positive integer N.
5
2. Write a program that prompts the user to input a
positive integer. It should then output a message
indicating whether the number is a prime number or
not.
5
3. Write a program that prompts the user to input
the value of a, b, and c involved in the equation
ax2 + bx + c = 0 and outputs the type of the roots of
the equation. Also the program should outputs all
the roots of the equation.
5
4. Write a program that genetares random integer
between 0 and 99. Given that first two Fibonacci
numbers are 0 and 1. Generate all Fibonacci numbers
less than or equal to generated number.
5
V-32

[Turn Over

V-UG-C.Sc(CC)-XII (Pr)

2018
Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. Draw UML Use Case diagram for the following
problem.
5
a) Consider a library, where a member can perform
two operations : issue book and return it. A book
is issused to a member only after verifying his
credentials.
OR
b) Consider your neighboring travel agent from
whom you can purchase flight tickets and book
a hotel. To book a ticket you ned to provide
details about your journey i,e your address, on
which date and at what time you would like to
travel. You can pay by cash or by credit card.
You can also cancel a booked ticket and hotel
booking. Appropriate refund as per policy is
made in case of cancellation.
V-111

[Turn Over

[ 2 ]

[ 3 ]

2. Draw UML Class Diagram for the following
problem.
5

3. Draw a UML Use Case diagram for the following : 5

a) Consider an Online Shopping, where each
customer has unique id and is linked to exactly
one account. Account owns shopping cart and
orders. Customer could register as a web user
to be able to buy items online. Web user has
login name which also serves as unique id. Web
user could be in several states-new, active,
temporary blocked, and be linked to shopping
cart. Shopping Cart belongs to account.
OR
b) Draw a UML Activity Diagram for the following :
Consider an Online Shopping, where each
customer can browse or search items, view
specific item, add it to shopping cart, view and
update shopping cart, checkout. User can view
shopping cart at any time. Checkout is assumed
to include user registration and login.

a) Consider a Hospital Management System.
Where the receptionist schedules patient's
appiontments and admission to the hospital,
collects information from patient upon patient's
arrival and/or by phone. For the patient that will
stay in the hospital ("inpatient") she or he should
have a bed alloted in a ward. Receptionists might
also receive patient's payment, record them in a
database and provide receipts, file insurance
claims and medical reports.
OR
b) Consider an automated teller machine (ATM)
that provides bank customers with access to
financial transactions in a public space without
the need for a cashier, clerk, or bank teller.
Customer (actor) uses bank ATM to check
Balances of his/her bank accounts, Deposit
Funds,Withdraw Cash and/or Transfer Funds
(use cases). ATM Technician provides
Maintenance and Repairs.
4. Record and Attendance

4

5. Viva-Voce

6

V-111-0.5



V-UG-Edn(CC)-XI (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer any three questions

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. What is case study ? Write a report about the
academic performance of an educational institution
through case study.
10
OR
Prepare a quationnaire for conducting a case study
for an educational institution.
2. Record.
3. Viva-Voce.

V-95-0.5



V-UG-C.Sc(CC)-XI (Pr)

1. Write a JSP program to find the sum of two numbers
passed as parameter from HTML file.
5
2. Write a JAVA program using Servlet and JDBC to
display all the rows of a EMP table (Empno, Ename
and Salary).
5

10

3. Write a JAVA program using JDBC to insert a new
row in to EMP table (Empno, Ename and Salary)
and update salary of the emplyee whose empno is
7369.
5

5

4. Write a Java Script program to check whether a
number is prime number.
5
5. Record.

4

6. Viva-voce

6

V-101-0.5



V-UG-Geol(CC)-XI (Pr)

V-UG-Edn(CC)-XII (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. a) Solve the problem related to Ground water. 3
(To be given at the time of Exam).

1. Prepare a term paper on the comparing the primary
education system of USA with UK.
10
OR

OR
b) Solve the ground water problem.

3

2. Identify the building stones and mention their
uses.(B1 – B4)
12
3. Lab. Record

3

4. Viva-voce

4

Choose any topic of your interest of comparative
education and prepare a report.
2. Record
3. Viva-voce

V-105-0.5

V-102-0.5



10
5



V-UG-Edn(DSE)-I (Pr)

V-UG-C.Sc(DSE)-I (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Write a C or C++program to encrypt and decrypt a
string by Ceaser Cipher Technique.
15

1. Write down the procedures of searching Internet for
collecting study material.
10

OR

OR

Write a C or C++program to encrypt and decrypt a
string by Transposition Cipher Technique.
2. Record

Write a report on any topic you like through the
procedure of Internet searching.

4
2. Record

3. Viva-Voce

10

6
3. Viva-Voce

V-115-0.5
V-121-0.5



5



V-UG-Geol(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Geol(CC)-XII (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Solve the Ore Reserve Estimation problem.
(To be given at the time of exam).

6

2. Solve the mining and drilling problem.
(To be given at the time of exam)

6

3. Solve the bore hole logging problem.
(To be given at the time of exam)

6

4. Lab-Record

3

5. Viva-Voce

4

1. Identify the given Ores under microscope. (S1–S5). 3×5
2. Solve the problem.

3

3. Lab-Record

3

4. Viva-Voce

4

V-112-0.5

V-132-0.5





V-UG-C.Sc(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Edn(DSE)-II (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

Perform the following Operation using
Microprocessor kit
1. Add two Binary numbers each of 8 bytes long.

1. What is case study ? How to conduct a case study for
an exceptional child (procedure of case study). 10
5
OR

2. Find the maximum number in a given string (16 bytes
long) and store it in location 0310.
5
3. A data string of number of bytes (to be specified in
CX reg) is located from the starting address 0300.
Convert this data string to its 2'3 complement and
store the result from 0400 onwards.
5

Write down the procedure of case study for an
exceptional child.
2. Record

10

3. Viva-Voce

5

4. Add two 16 bit no. Write the steps to insert and
execute a program in M86-01Trainer kit.
5
5. Record and attendance

4

6. Viva-Voce

6

V-131-0.5



V-126-0.5



V-UG-Geol(DSE)-I (Pr)

V-UG-Psy(CC)-XI (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. a) Plot availability of coal in map of India.

5

b) In an outline map of India show occurrences of
radioctive minerals.
5
c) Show petroliferous basins of India in map.

5

2. Distinguish Gondwana Coal Vs Tertiary Coal.

3

3. Lab. record

3

4. Viva-Voce

V-122-0.5

1. Assess the basic leadership style of 6 college students
(3 boys and 3 girls) using Greenberg Basic
Leadership style scale and find out the gender
difference.
12
OR
Measure the conflict handling style of 6 college
students by using Rahim's scale and observe the
gender difference.
12
2. Record.

5

3. Viva

8

4



V-96-0.4



V-UG-Geog(CC)-XI (Pr)

V-UG-Psy(DSE)-I (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Draw a map showing the physical division of
India ?
6

1. Locate the areas of emotional difficulties of your
subject by administering Jung/Kent Rosanoff list of
Word Association Test (WAT).
12

2. Deaw a map of India showing the National
Highways.
6

OR

3. Draw a population distrubution map of India.

8

4. Practical Record.

2

5. Viva-Voce.

3

V-94-0.4

Assess the personality of yourself by administering
the Rorschach's Ink Blot Test and give a summary
report.
12
2. Record

5

3. Viva

8


V-116-0.4



V-UG-Psy(CC)-XII (Pr)

V-UG-Geog(DSE)-I (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Assess the sleep quality of 4 college students by using
the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).
12
OR

1. Show important interpretation keys used for visual
interpretation of satellite imageries.
6

Measure the engagement coping strategies of
4 college students and find out the gender difference
using Tobin's coping strategy Inventory.
12
2. a) Record

5

b) Viva

8

2. Interprete supplied Aerial photograph.

3. Briefly explain GPS system with its application. 8
4. Practical Record

2

5. Viva-Voce

3

V-114-0.4

V-106-0.4



6



V-UG-Geog(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Psy(DSE)-II (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Draw a Map showing the distribution of Bauxite in
Odisha.
6

1. Assess the quality of life in 2 nuclear 2 joint families
using 'The Beach Center Family Quality of life
scale'.
12

2. Prepare a map showing Natural Vegetation types
of Odisha.
6
3. Prepare a choropleth map showing the density
distribution of population of Odisha.
8
(Data to be supplied)
4. Practical Record

2

5. Viva-Voce

3

OR
Assess the community integration of a village by
using community integration questionnaire (CIQ) of
Barry Willer.
12
2. a)



5

b) Viva

V-127-0.4

V-125-0.4

Record

8



V-UG-Geog(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Psy(DSE)-II (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Draw a Map showing the distribution of Bauxite in
Odisha.
6

1. Assess the quality of life in 2 nuclear 2 joint families
using 'The Beach Center Family Quality of life
scale'.
12

2. Prepare a map showing Natural Vegetation types
of Odisha.
6
3. Prepare a choropleth map showing the density
distribution of population of Odisha.
8
(Data to be supplied)
4. Practical Record

2

5. Viva-Voce

3

OR
Assess the community integration of a village by
using community integration questionnaire (CIQ) of
Barry Willer.
12
2. a) Record

5

b) Viva

8

V-127-0.4

V-125-0.4





V-UG-Anth(DSE)-I (Pr)

V-UG-Anth(CC)-XI (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

Full Marks - 25
Time - 6 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Do a step test of your subject according to the
prescribed procedure and find out the index.
10
2. Take the pulse rate (manually) of your subjects. What
does it indicate ?
5
3. Record

1. What is a handaxe. What are the different varieties
of handaxe.
10
OR
What are blade tools. Narrate different blade tools
and uses.

5
2. Write any one of the following :

4. Viva

5

5

a) Levalloisean technique
b) Grinding and polishing technique.

V-113-0.3

3. Record.

5

4. Viva.

5



V-93-0.3



V-UG-Anth(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Anth(CC)-XII (Pr)

2018

2018

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. a)

Describe different types of NGO s and its
functions.
5
OR

b) Write down the Handicraft designing. How rural
people are promoting the Handicrafts to the
market.
5

1. What is case study ? What are the methods and
techniques used in the case study.
7½
2

Write down any one of the following case study of
social institute with respect to culture perspective.
a)

Religion

7½

b) Economic
2. Student interaction and seminar with NGOs.
3. Lab. Record

c)

Political.

5

4. Viva-voce

V-103-0.3

10

3. Record

5

4. Viva-Voce

5

5


V-124-0.3



V-UG-Geog(DSE)-II (Pr)

V-UG-Geog(DSE)-II (Pr)

2017

2017

Full Marks - 25

Full Marks - 25

Time - 6 Hours

Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Answer all questions

1. Draw a Map showing the distribution of Bauxite
mines in Odisha.
6

1. Draw a Map showing the distribution of Bauxite
mines in Odisha.
6

2. Prepare a map showing different soil types of
Odisha.
6

2. Prepare a map showing different soil types of
Odisha.
6

3. Prepare a choropleth map showing the density
distribution of population of Odisha.
8
(Data to be supplied)

3. Prepare a choropleth map showing the density
distribution of population of Odisha.
8
(Data to be supplied)

4. Practical Record

2

4. Practical Record

2

5. Viva-Voce

3

5. Viva-Voce

3

V-36-0.2



V-36-0.2



[ 2 ]

III-PG-ODI-XII

2018

S) fê¯ÿœÿ þõ†ëÿ¿Àÿ FÜÿæ †ÿ `ÿçÀÿ;ÿœÿ àÿêÁÿæ; Óþ{Ö LÿþöüÿÁÿÀÿ
A™#œÿ >
W) Fþç†ÿç AæÜëÿÀÿç Lÿçdç Ó;ÿæœÿ fœÿ½ {’ÿ¯ÿæÀÿ ¨æ¨Àëÿ {þæ{†ÿ D•æÀÿ
LÿÀÿ;ëÿ xÿæNÿÀÿ¯ÿæ¯ëÿ !
4. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæ{ÀÿæsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ {àÿQ :

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

2×4

Lÿ) "vÿçLúÿ †ÿþÀÿç Aæ¯ÿæÓ AæS{Àÿ {þæ SæÝç A`ÿÁÿ {Üÿàÿæ ?' - F
Lÿ$æ LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿçd;ÿç ?
Q) ÀÿNÿæNÿ àëÿSæ {œÿB LÿçF Àÿæ~êZÿ œÿçLÿsLëÿ ¾æB$#{àÿ ?
S) "¯ëÿÞæLëÿ dæÝç {Ó ¯ÿˆÿöþæœÿ Aæ’ÿÀÿç {œÿB$#àÿæ {SæsæF ¯ëÿÞêLëÿ'
- LÿçF ?
W) {Üÿ {Qæ’ÿæ ! þ{†ÿ AæÜÿæÀÿ ’ÿçA - þ{†ÿ ¨æ~ç ’ÿçA - œÿ{`ÿ†úÿ
{þæÀÿ fê¯ÿœÿ A¯ÿç A¯ÿç DÝç¾ç¯ÿ - F Lÿ$æ LÿçF LÿÜÿçdç ?
Yÿ) LÿçF ’ëÿB AæQ#{Àÿ A¤ÿ ¨tçLÿæÀÿ Aæ¯ÿÀÿ~ ¨ç¤ÿç$#{àÿ ?

1. "Aþõ†ÿüÿÁÿ'{Àÿ ¨÷†ÿçüÿÁÿç†ÿ µÿˆõÿöÜÿÀÿçZÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷ `ÿç†ÿ÷~ LÿÀÿ >

12

A$¯ÿæ
"œÿÀÿ-LÿçŸÀÿ' D¨œÿ¿æÓ{Àÿ $#¯ÿæ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ÷þæœÿZÿÀÿ {¯ÿðÉÎç ¿ ¨÷LÿæÉ LÿÀÿ >
2. Ó¯ëÿ Óó¨LÿöÀÿ E–ÿö{Àÿ "Àÿæfœÿê†ÿç' - "É÷êLõÿÐZÿ {ÉÌÜÿÓ' SÅÿ
A¯ÿàÿºœÿ{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
12
A$¯ÿæ
"¯ÿ¤ÿ¿æ Sæ¤ÿæÀÿê' SÅÿÀÿ ÓæþæfçLÿ Aæ{¯ÿ’ÿœÿ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

`ÿ) ¨æ¨ëàÿç{Àÿ ’ÿÁëÿ$#¯ÿæ þBÁÿæ LÿæSf ¨ëÁÿæ{Àÿ Lÿ'~ {àÿQæ$#àÿæ ?
d) ¯ÿçœÿæ ¨ƒæ LÿæÜÿæLÿë {’ÿæLÿæœÿ µÿç†ÿÀëÿ {WæÌæÀÿç Aæ~ç dëÀÿê µëÿÌç
{’ÿàÿæ ?
f) Óëœÿ¢ÿæ{’ÿ¯ÿêZÿ †ÿçœÿçlçAZÿÀÿ œÿæþ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

V-138-0.5



3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿ BsçÀ ÿ Ó¨÷Óèÿ ¯ÿ¿æQ¿æ {àÿQ :

4+4

Lÿ) AÉ´Lëÿ ¨$µÿ÷Î {Üÿ¯ÿæÀëÿ œÿç¯õÿˆÿ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæLëÿ {Üÿ{àÿ {¾þç†ÿç àÿSæþ
µÿçÝç¯ÿæLëÿ ÜëÿF, œÿçf ’õÿÎçLëÿ Aæßˆÿ{Àÿ ÀÿQ#¯ÿæ œÿçþ{;ÿ †ÿæÜÿævëÿô
A™#Lÿ LÿÎ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæLëÿ ¨Ýë$#àÿæ >
Q) F ÓóÓæÀÿ þDœÿþëÜÿæô, {¨æ†ÿæþëÜÿæôZÿ ¨æBô Lÿ´`ÿç†ÿ ! F ÓóÓæÀÿ
þëÜÿô AæD ¨æsçÀÿ ÓóÓæÀÿ !
V-138
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III-PG-Pol.Sc-XII

3. Write short notes on any one of the following : 8

2018
a) Cooperative federalism

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

b) Emerging trends in Indian Party System.
c) Types of pressure groups in India

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

d) Coalition Politics.
1. Critically examine the development of the basic
structure of the Constitution of India.
16
OR



Account for the growth of Regionalism in India.

2. Examine the social base and ideology of major
national political parties in India.
16
OR
Discuss the nature of defection in Indian Politics.

V-139
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III-PG-Phy-XII

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Assuming Lennard Jones potential calculate
binding energy and bulk modulus of inert gas
crystal.
4+5
b) Discuss hydrogen binding in crystals.

3

OR
c) Obtain the dispersion relation for elastic waves
in a linear mono-atomic lattice and show that
the group velocity vanishes at zone
boundary.
6+2
d) Discuss local phonon modes.

4

2. a) Discuss anharmonic crystal interaction and
derive an expression for the coefficient of
thermal expansion.
1+5
V-140
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b) Calculate the density of states for electrons in
one dimensional system. Using the above
formula calculate the total number of electrons
N and the total energy of the system. Show that
E 0  1 N F
3

whrere F is the Fermi energy.

6+4

c) From thermodynamical consideration show that
the entropy is always greater in the normal state
than in the superconducting state.
6
d) Derive an expression for the magnetic flux in a
superconducting ring. Explain why the flux is
quentised.
6

OR
c) Discuss Kronig-Penny model for a linear lattice.
How does it lead to formulate energy bands in
solids.
9+3
d) State and explain Bloch's theorem.

4

3. a) Show that for a semiconductor the product of
electron and hole concentration is a constant at
a given temperature.
8
b) Distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic
semiconductors. Locate their fermi levels. 4
OR

V-140-0.3
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III-PG-Math-XII

c) An arborescence is a tree in which every vertex
other than the root has an in degree of exactly
one.
4
d) Prove that every acyclic digraph G has at least
one vertex with zero in degree and at least one
vertex with zero out degree.
4

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Show that the maximum number of edges in a
simple graph with n vertices is

V-141-0.5



n  n  1
.
2

4

b) Prove that a connected graph G is an Euler graph
iff all vertices of G are of even degree.
4
OR
c) Prove that if a connected graph G is decomposed
into two subgraphs g1 and g2 then there must
be at least one vertex common between
g1 and g2.
4
d) Prove that a simple graph with n vertices must
be connected if it has more than

 n  1 n  2 
2
V-141

edges.

4
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2. a) Prove that a graph is a tree iff it is minimally
connected.
4

4. a) If A(G) is an incidence matrix of a connected
graph G with n vertices, then prove that the rank
of A(G) is n – 1.
4

b) Prove that any circuit in a graph G must have at
least one edge in common with a chord set. 4
OR
c) Prove that in any tree (with two or more
vertices), there are at least two pendant
vertices.
4
d) Prove that every circuit has an even number of
edges in common with any cut set.
4

3. a) Prove that the complete graph of five vertices is
non-planar.
4
b) Prove that a graph has a dual iff it is planar.

4

OR
c) Prove that G is a planar graph, then prove that
X(G)  5.
4
d) Prove that K3, 3 has no dual.

b) If B is a circuit matrix of a connected graph G
with e edges and n vertices, then show that rank
of B = e – n + 1.
4
OR
c) Prove that the reduced incidence matrix of a tree
is nonsingular.
4
d) Show that for a simple disconnected graph of
K components, n vertices and e edges the rank
of matrix B = n – K.
4

5. a) Prove that every tree with two or more vertices
is 2-chromatic.
4
b) Prove that the chromatic number of a graph will
not exceed by more than one the maximum
degree of the vertices in a graph.
4
OR

4
V-141
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III-PG-Com-XII (BT)

3. Explain the kinds of Excise Duties. Briefly explain
what are the Basic conditions for Central Excise duty
liability.
13

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

OR

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

2018

Answer all questions

a) What is Value Added Tax ? Explain the different
features of Value Added Tax.
6
b) What is CENVAT ? State the conditions for
availing of credit under CENVAT.
7

1. P and Q are Working Partners in a professional firm
of Chartered Accountants. The firm is assessed U/S
184 of Income Tax Act.
Profit and Loss A/c
for the year ending 31.3.2018

V-142-0.8



Particulars

General Expenses
Salaries to Staff

Amount Particulars
(Rs.)
28,00,000 Professional receipts
5,00,000 Refund of Service Tax

Amount
(Rs.)
75,00,000
2,00,000

Salary to P

15,00,000 STCG on Shares U/S 111A 2,00,000

Salary to Q

10,00,000 Rent of House property

6,00,000

Interest on Capital
@ 16% p.a.
P

18,000

Q

15,000

V-142
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Service tax paid

[ 3 ]

2,00,000

Calculate :

Donation to Red Cross
Society (Not fixed u/s 80 G) 77,000

A : Total income and Tax liability of firm.

Net profit C/d

B : Business Income of Partners.

23,90,000
85,00,000

85,00,000

Additional Information :
i)

General Expenses include expenses of
Rs.200,000 on installing camera security system
with LCD.

14

OR
a) Distinguish between a firm assessed U/S 184
and a firm assessed U/S 185.
7
b) Define an AOP. What are the steps regarding
computation of total income of AOP ?
7

ii) Service tax of Rs.20,000 was paid on
30.11.2018. Due of filing return of income
30.9.2018.

2. a) What is Tax avoidance ? Distinguish between
Tax avoidance and Tax evasion.
6

iii) Q withdrew Rs.1,40,000 on 1.10.2017 from firm
for purchasing a Nano car for his personal use.

b) What is Tax Planning ? Explain it with reference
to financial management decisions.
7

iv) Salary and Interest to partners have been paid
as per deed.
v) Deed also requires partners to pay interest @
10% p.a. on drawings made by them, if any.

OR
Distinguish between Amalgamation and Demerger.
Briefly explain the Tax Planning in respect of
amalgamation of companies.
13
V-142
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l) Sæ$æ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿl ? SÝœÿæßLÿ f{~ ÓüÿÁÿ
Sæ$æ Lÿ¯ÿç $#{àÿ Lÿç ? ¨vÿç†ÿ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæLëÿ Aæ™æÀÿ LÿÀÿç FÜÿæÀÿ
Ó†ÿ¿†ÿæ œÿçÀíÿ¨~ LÿÀÿ >
2. þÜÿæµÿæÀÿ†ÿÀÿ "Ó´Söæ{ÀÿæÜÿ~ ¨¯ÿö' Aæ™æÀÿ{Àÿ Lÿ¯ÿçZÿ Lÿæ¯ÿ¿-{¯ÿæ™
H Lÿæ¯ÿ¿ ÓóSvÿœÿ{Àÿ LÿæÁÿ F¯ÿó fê¯ÿœÿÀÿ ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ Lÿç¨Àÿç LÿÀÿæ¾æBdç,
†ÿæÜÿæ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
12.5
3. "D{¨¢ÿ÷Zÿ Aœÿ¿ Lÿæ¯ÿ¿ †ëÿÁÿœÿæ{Àÿ "{¨÷þ Óë™æœÿç™#' Lÿæ¯ÿ¿Àÿ µÿæÌæ
A™#Lÿ ÓÀÿÁÿ, Óæ™æÓç™æ F¯ÿó Üõÿ’ÿßS÷æÜÿê' - DNÿ DNÿçÀÿ ÓæÀÿ¯ÿˆÿæ
{¨÷þ Óë™æœÿç™# Lÿæ¯ÿ¿Àÿ ¨vÿç†ÿæóÉLëÿ D’ÿæÜÿÀÿ~ µÿæ{¯ÿ {œÿB ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ
LÿÀÿ >
12.5

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

1. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæ{ÀÿæsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ : 7.5 × 4
Lÿ) "Ó´Söæ{ÀÿæÜÿ~' ¨¯ÿö Aæ™æÀÿ{Àÿ LÿÁÿç ¨÷{¯ÿÉÀÿ `ÿç†ÿ÷ Lÿç¨Àÿç
µÿßæ¯ÿÜÿ {ÜÿæBdç, †ÿæÜÿæ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

7. HÝçA æ Sæ$æ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ ¯ÿçLÿæÉ Lÿ÷þ{Àÿ Àÿæ™æ{þæÜÿœÿ SÝœÿæßLÿZÿ
"¨Éë¨äêÀÿ Lÿæ¯ÿ¿' {Lÿ{†ÿ ÓüÿÁÿ {ÜÿæBdç, †ÿæÜÿæ ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ
LÿÀÿ >
12.5

Q) {¨÷þ Óë™æœÿç™# Lÿæ¯ÿ¿Àÿ 14É dæ¢ÿÀÿ ¯ÿçÌß¯ÿÖëLëÿ œÿçf µÿæÌæ{Àÿ
{àÿQ >
S) "þœÿ{¯ÿæ™ `ÿD†ÿçÉæ'{Àÿ ÓóÓæÀÿÀÿ AÓæÀÿ~ Lÿç¨Àÿç ¨÷†ÿç¨æ’ÿç†ÿ
{ÜÿæBdç, †ÿæÜÿæ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >
W) HÝçAæ {LÿæBàÿç ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿{Àÿ "¯ÿæÀÿþæÓê {LÿæBàÿç'Àÿ Aœÿœÿ¿†ÿæ
¨÷†ÿç¨æ’ÿœÿ LÿÀÿ >
Yÿ) "LÿoëLÿêÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿœÿæ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀëÿ Lÿ¯ÿçZÿ ’ÿæÉöœÿçL ÿ þ{œÿæµÿæ¯ÿÀÿ
¨Àÿç`ÿß ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >
`ÿ) "¾æ†ÿ÷æÓèÿê†ÿ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀëÿ Lÿ¯ÿçZÿÀÿ ÀÿÜÿÓ¿æbÿŸ `ÿç; ÿæ™æÀÿæÀÿ
¨Àÿç`ÿß ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >

8. "LÿoëLÿêÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿœÿæ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ A¯ÿàÿºœÿ{Àÿ LÿoëLÿê ÓæÀÿæÀÿæ†ÿç {LÿDô
{LÿDô Lÿ$æ µÿæ¯ÿçdç, †ÿæÜÿæ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

d) "Óþë’ÿ÷ H þëô' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀÿë Lÿ¯ÿçZÿ ’õÿÎç{Lÿæ~Àÿ ¨Àÿç`ÿß ’ÿçA >
f) "¯ÿ¢ÿêÀÿ Óæ¤ÿ¿ Aœëÿ`ÿç;ÿæ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀÿ ÓæÀÿLÿ$æ {àÿQ >

4. "þœÿ{¯ÿæ™ `ÿD†ÿçÉæ'Àÿ Svÿœÿ ¨÷Lÿ÷çßæ{Àÿ Lÿ¯ÿçZÿÀÿ Aæ{¯ÿS Lÿç¨Àÿç
fê¯ÿœÿ-’ÿÉöœÿ ÓºÁÿç†ÿ {ÜÿæBdç, †ÿæÜÿæ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ > 12.5
5. "þæ™¯ÿê ’ÿæÓêZÿ Àÿ`ÿç†ÿ "`ÿLÿæœÿßœÿ {Üÿ' FLÿ ¨÷æ$öœÿæ' - FÜÿæLëÿ
¾ëNÿç ÓóS†ÿ µÿæ{¯ÿ Qƒœÿ ¯ÿæ þƒœÿ LÿÀÿ >
12.5
6. "¨÷µÿæ†ÿ A¯ÿLÿæÉ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀëÿ Lÿ¯ÿçZÿ ¨÷Lõÿ†ÿç ¨÷æ~†ÿæ †ÿ$æ µÿæ¯ÿæœëÿµíÿ†ÿçÀÿ
¨Àÿç`ÿß Ó’õÿÎæ;ÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >
12.5

V-62-0.9
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V-UG-Sans(DSE)-I

2. amOJ¥hñ` {Z_©mU {dqY dU©`V Ÿ&

12½

3. d¥j N>oXZñ` H$maUm{Z Vñ` Hw$à^md… dU©`V Ÿ&

12½

4. ~¥j Am`w©doXñ` _hËd§ dU©`V Ÿ&

12½

2018
Full Marks - 80

5. d¥jmUm§ amonU H$mb§ M amonU {dqY dU©`VŸ&

12½

6. d¥jUm§ amoJ§ {Zéß` Vñ` CnMma {dqY dU©`V Ÿ&

12½

7. n[adofo {d{dY ~¥jUm§ _hËd§ dU©`V Ÿ&

12½

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory
1. AYmo{b{IVofw MVwU ©m§ àíZmZm_² CÎma§ {bIV :

7½ × 4

H$) dmñVwnwéf… H$… ? Vñ` ñdê$n§ dU©`V Ÿ&
I) dmñVw{dÚm`m… _hËd§ damh{_{ha{Xem dJ©`V Ÿ&

8. goZmn{V J¥h{Z_©mU {dqY dU©`V Ÿ&

12½

9. ZÝ`mdV© dmñVw VWm dY©_mZ dmñVw bjU§ dU© `V M Cn`mo{JVm§
dU©`V Ÿ&
12½

J) damh{_{hañ` n[aM`§ àH$Q>`V Ÿ&
K) J¥ho ñVå^mZm§ _hËd§ dU©`V Ÿ&
L>) "ZÝXWmdaV©' dmñVw bjU§ dU©`V Ÿ&
M) Ho$ H$mÊS>arË`m… ~¥jm… Ÿ&
N>) d¥jmUm§ amonU H$mb§ dU©`V Ÿ&

V-63-0.6



O) drOmZm§ amonU {d{Y… {H$Ñerñ`mV² Ÿ&
P) d¥jmUm§ goMZ {d{Y dU©`V Ÿ&
V-63
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V-UG-Bot(DSE)-I

2. Describe the economical and ecological approaches
of sustainable utilization.
9
3. What do you mean by Biodiversity ? Discuss its types
and significance.
9

2018
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

4. Describe the major and minor forest products. Write
the management strategies of forest.
9
1. Write notes on any four of the following :
5. Describe the uses of alternate energy sources.

9

a) Types of Natural Resources

6. Discuss about the solid waste management.

9

b) Soil degradation

6×4

c) Threats to Biodiversity
7. Describe briefly the different resource management
and conservation.
9
8. What is the difference between renewable and
non-renewable energy ? Describe the different
non-renewable sources of energy.
9
9. Describe the depletion and management of
forest.
9

d) National Biodiversity Action Plan
e) Threats and Management strategies of ground
water.
f)

Liquid Waste Management

g) National efforts for the conservation of
Biodiversity.
h) Threats and Management strategies of marine.

V-49-0.6
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V-UG-Chem(DSE)-I

2018
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

1. Answer any four of the following :
a) How are the polymers classified on the basis of
i) their occurrence
ii) their linear structure
iii) their end use ?

2+2+2

b) Give an account of copolymers and types of
copolymers.
6
c) Explain the molecular forces and chemical
bonding in polymers.
6
d) Discuss the factors affecting crystalline melting
point of polymers.
6
V-48
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e) Discuss the structure-property relationships in
polymers.
6
f)

Describe the polymerisation technique.

6

5. Describe how molecular weight of a polymer is
determined by osmotic pressure method.
9
6. Write notes on the following :

g) Give an account of morphology of crystalline
polymers.
6

i)

h) Write notes on the following :

ii) Lower and
temperatures.

3+3

End group analysis
upper

4
critical

solution
5

i) Conducting polymers
ii) Polyacetylene.
2. Write notes on the following :
i)

7. Discuss the physical, thermal and mechanical
properties of polymers.
9
3+3+3

Texture of Polymers

8. Write notes on the following :

ii) Free Volume Theory

i)

iii) WLF equation.
3. Explain the kinetics and mechanism of co-ordination
polymerisation.
9

Conducting polymers

5

ii) Flory-Huggins theory

4

9. Discuss the preparation, properties and applications
of silicone polymers.
9

4. Discuss :
i)

Criteria for solubility of polymers

4

ii) Thermodynamics of polymer solutions.

5

V-48-0.6
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2. Describe the social organisation of honey bee.

V-UG-Zool(DSE)-I

9

3. What is learning ? Describe the classical and operant
conditioning in animal with a mention of its
mechanism.
9
4. What are the different characteristics of Biological
clock and discuss their evidence and advantages. 9

2018
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

1. Write notes on any four of the following :
5. Discuss the 'Mate choice' in animals by inter-sexual
selection (male rivalry) and mention its
significance.
9

a) Innate Behaviour

6. Explain various types of 'bee dances' and their
significance in honey bee.
9

c) Sexual dimorphism

7. Describe Instinctive behaviour in animals.

9

6×4

b) Klinokinesis

d) Circadian rhythm
e) Learning ability in honey bee

8. What is taxis ? Explain Tropotaxis and menotaxis
with examples.
9
9. Describe courtship behaviour and parental care in
three spine stickleback.
9
V-50-0.7

f)

Reciprocal altruism

g) Brief profile of Niko Tinbergen
h) Reflex path.
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V-UG-Hn(DSE)-I

O) nmíMmË` Am¡a ^maVr` {dMmaH$m| Ho$ _Vm| H$mo ñnï> H$aVo hþE ór
{d_e© Ho$ CX²^d, {dH$mg H$mo {XImBE Ÿ&
2. {ZåZ _| go {H$Ýht Mma H$m CÎma Xr{OE Ÿ&

7½ × 4

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

H$) ^r_amd Amå~oXH$a Ho$ X{bV gå~ÝYr {dMmam| H$mo ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&
I) ór _w{º$ AmÝXbZ Š`m h¡ ?
J) Am{Xdmgr AmÝXbZ Ho$ {dH$mg H«$_ na g§{já AmbmoM Zm
H$s{OE Ÿ&
K) Amo_àH$me dmë_rH$s Ho$ H¥${VËd na àH$me S>m{bE Ÿ&
L>) "_hþAm H$m \y$b' H$hmZr H$mo g§{já AmbmoMZm àñVwV H$s{OE Ÿ&
M) ñÌr {d_e© Ho$ {d{^Þ aMZmAm| H$m {díbf H$s{OE Ÿ& (g§jno _|)
N>) {hÝXr VWm AÝ` ^mfmAm| Ho$ gm{hË` _| Zmar{d_e© H$s
AmdíH$`Vm Ÿ&
O) H$mË`m`Zr Ho$ aMZmAm| _| Zmar gå~ÝYr {dMmam| H$mo ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&
P) {hÝXr H$Wmgm{hË` _| Apñ_Vm {d_e© Ÿ&

1. {ZåZ _| go {H$Ýht Mma àíZm| H$m CÎma Xr{OE Ÿ&

12½ × 4

H$) X{bV {d_e© H$s AdYmaUm H$mo ñnï> H$aVo hþE Á`mo{Vfm \y$bo
`moJXmZ na AmbmoMZm H$s{OE Ÿ&
I) ór-{d_e©, Zmar{d_e© `m ZmardmX Š`m h¡ ? ór {d_e© H$s
{d{^Þ aMZmAm| H$m {díbofU H$s{OE Ÿ&
J) "Am{Xdmgr' {d_e© Ho$ AdYmaUm H$mo ñnï> H$aV ohþE BgHo$
à_wI gm{hË`H$mam| Ho$ Cna àH$me S>m{bE Ÿ&
K) H$hmZr VËdm| Ho$ AmYma na ""nƒrg Mm¡ H$m XoT> gm¡'' H$hmZr
H$s g_rjm H$s{OEŸ&
L>) "AmOmXr' H$hmZr Ho$ CÔoí`m| H$mo AnZo eãXm| _| ì`m»`m H$s{OE Ÿ&
M) "gwZmo ~«måhU' H${dVm _| _bImZ qg Ho$ {dMmam| H$mo àñVwV
H$s{OE Ÿ&
N>) "gmV ^mB`m| Ho$ drM Månm' H${dVm Ho$ AmYma na H$mË`m`Zr
Or Ho$ Zmar Ñ{ï> H$mo Xe©mBE Ÿ&

V-64-0.4
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III-PG-ODI-XIII

Óçþç†ÿçLÿæ ¾æÜÿæ Lÿçdç AæþLëÿ LÿçF AæÓç œíÿAæ Lÿ$æ LÿÜÿç ’ÿD`ÿç,
Aæ{þ {Ó$#{Àÿ þæ†ÿç ¾æD`ëÿ, †ÿæÀÿç ¨d{Àÿ {Sæ{ÝB þÀëÿdë >
Q) "{œÿ, FÜÿæLëÿ þš QæAæ, ¯ÿ÷Üÿ½Ó´ QæBàëÿ, œÿç¯ÿöóÉ {ÜÿæB¾ç¯ëÿ >'
A$¯ÿæ
{Ó Óþß †ëÿÁÿœÿæ{Àÿ ¯ÿˆÿöþæœÿ Aæ{»þæ{œÿ Ó´Sö Àÿæf¿{Àÿ
¯ÿæÓ LÿÀëÿAdë >
4. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæ{ÀÿæsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ ’ÿçA :

2×4

Lÿ) µÿæ¯ÿ`ÿäë àÿæµÿ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæLëÿ {Üÿ{àÿ LÿæÜÿæÀÿ Óæ™œÿ Aæ¯ÿÉ¿Lÿ ?
Q) {Óò¢ÿ¾ö¿ H {¨÷þÀÿ SµÿêÀÿ D’ÿæÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿ {LÿDô `ÿäë{Àÿ
’õÿÎç{Sæ`ÿÀÿ ÜëÿF œÿæÜÿ] ?
S) þ;ÿ¯ÿ¿-¨÷LÿæÉ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿç ?
W) {LÿDôþæ{œÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿{Àÿ H LÿÁÿæ{Àÿ ÓæB{Lÿæ{àÿæfç {Qæfç
¯ÿÓ;ÿç ?
Yÿ) F… ¯ÿ’ÿæ ({¯ÿæ’ÿæ), F{†ÿ ’ÿçœÿ{Lÿ þ{œÿ ¨Ýçàÿæ -F Lÿ$æ
LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿçdç ?
`ÿ) xÿLÿuÀÿ LõÿÐ`ÿÀÿ~ ¨æ~çS÷æÜÿê ÓÀÿLÿæÀÿê `ÿæLÿçÀÿçÀëÿ {Lÿ{¯ÿ A¯ÿÓÀÿ
{œÿB$#{àÿ ?
d) üÿLÿêÀÿ{þæÜÿœÿZÿ ¨ç†ÿæþÜÿêZÿ œÿæþ Lÿ'~ $#àÿæ ?

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Lÿ) ¾æÜÿæ ¨÷Lõÿ†ÿ Óë¢ÿÀÿ, †ÿæÜÿæ ÓþÖZÿ `ÿäë{Àÿ Óë¢ÿÀÿ - ¨vÿç†ÿ
¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿ AœëÿÓÀÿ~{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
12
A$¯ÿæ
Q) þ;ÿ¯ÿ¿ ¨÷LÿæÉÀÿ ¨÷Lÿõ†ÿ ¯ÿç™# H Óæ¯ÿ™æœÿ†ÿæ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ {àÿQLÿZÿ
þ†ÿæþ†ÿ ¨vÿç†ÿ ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿ AœëÿÓÀÿ~{Àÿ ¯ÿç{ÉâÌ~ LÿÀÿ >
2. Lÿ) "{þæ ÓþßÀÿ HÝçÉæ' S÷¡ÿ A¯ÿàÿºœÿ{Àÿ {àÿæQLÿZÿ fœÿ½µíÿþçÀÿ
`ÿç†ÿ÷ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >
12
A$¯ÿæ
Q) "AæŠfê¯ÿœÿ `ÿÀÿç†ÿ'Àëÿ {LÿDôlÀÿ-¨÷fæ-¯ÿç{’ÿ÷æÜÿÀÿ ¯ÿç¯ÿÀÿ~ê H
üÿLÿêÀÿ {þæÜÿœÿZÿ µíÿþçLÿæ ’ÿÉöæA >
3. Ó¨÷Óèÿ ÓÀÿÁÿæ$ö {àÿQ :

Lÿ) {Óò¢ÿ¾ö¿ H {¨÷þÀÿ ¨í‚ÿö A™#LÿæÀÿê {Üÿ{àÿ, þœëÿÌ¿Àÿ {’ÿ¯ÿ†ÿ´
àÿæµÿ ÓëœÿçÊÿç†ÿ >

f) ¨ç†ÿæZÿ þõ†ëÿ¿ {¯ÿÁÿLëÿ üÿLÿêÀÿ {þæÜÿœÿZÿ ¯ÿßÓ {Lÿ{†ÿ $#àÿæ ?
V-143-0.5
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A$¯ÿæ
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3. Briefly answer any two of the following :

III-PG-Pol.Sc-XIII
4×2

2018
Full Marks - 40

a) Role of caste in state politics of India.

Time - 3 Hours
b) Tribal Movements in India.

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

c) Three Language Formula
d) Dalit movements in India.

1. Discuss the role of language in Indian Politics. 16
OR

V-144-0.5



Define Political Corruption. Discuss its causes and
remedies.

2. Explain the role of Civil society in the Socio-Economic
development of India.
16
OR
Discuss the causes of various peasant movements
launched in Pre-Independence and Post Independence
India.
V-144
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III-PG-Math-XIII

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. Determine the shape of a solid of revolution moving
in a flow of gas with least resistance.
8
OR
If a functional I [y(x)] attains a maximum or
minimum on y = y0 (x), where the domain of
definition belongs to certain class, then prove that
at y = y0(x), I = 0
2. Find the shortest distance between the parabola
y = x2 and the straight line x – y = 5.
8
OR
Find the curves on which the following functional
can attain an extremum
10

Iy 

13

y

dx, y  0   0, y 10   0.

0

V-146
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Subject to the condition that the admissible curves
cannot pass inside the area bounded by the circle

Find the first two terms of the Neumann series for
the equation

(x – y)2 + y2 = 9.



2

 

  x   sin x    cos x 2 s   s  dx.

3. Derive Weirstrass function of the functional

0

x2

I  y  x   

 F  x, y, y dx, y(x1) = y1,

y(x2) = y2. 8

x1

5. Solve the generalised Abel equation where (0, 1).
x

OR

f x  

a) Find the extremum of
1





b) Find the minimum of the functional
1

I  y 

 2 y'
1

2



 yy '  y '  y dx

0

OR
Solve the Volterra integral equation of the second
kind of the convolution type using successive
approximation method
x

f  x     x     e x t f  t  dt.

if the values at the ends of the interval are not
given.

0

4. Solve the voltera equation of 1st kind
V-146-0.5
x

e

 x t 

y  t  dt  sin x.

0

OR

8

0

I y x   x  2y  1 y'2 dx, y(0) = 0, y(1) = 0.
2
0

 y

  x  y  dy



[ 4 ]

III-PG-Com-XIII (FM/ASM)

2018

Explain the different methods of determining
advertising budget along with their merits.
13

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

2. Define advertising. Explain different medias of
advertising with advantages and disadvantages of
each.
13

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions from any one Section

OR

SECTION - A

Define ad copy and explain different components of
ad copy.
13
3. Select a company of your choice and outine the major
components and considerations that you would
include in your advertising plan. How would
competitive situation affect the development of your
plan ?
14

a) Define advertising agency, discuss the role of
advertising agencies in the advertising industry. 7

V-147-0.8



1. What do you mean by business finance ? What is
the scope of Finance Function in a business
enterprise ? Should the goal of financial
decision-making be profit-maximisation or
wealth-maximisation ?
14
OR
"Investment, financing and dividend decisions are
all inter-related". Comment.

OR

b) Explain the prospecting in selling process.

( FM )

7

2. A company is considering an investment proposal
to purchase a machine costing Rs.2,50,000. The
machine has a life expectancy of 5 years and no
V-147
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salvage value. The company's tax rate is 40%. The
firm uses straight line method for providing
depreciation. The estimated cash flow before tax
after depreciation (CFBT) from the machine are as
follows :

3. Calculate the average cost of capital from the
following information assuming tax rate as 55%
Types of capital Proportion in the new
capital structure

Before tax
cost of capital

Equity capital

25%

24.44%

Preference capital

10%

27.29%

70,000

Debt capital

50%

7.99%

3

90,000

Retained Earnings

15%

18.33%

4

1,00.000

5

1,50,000

Year

(FBT Rs.)

1

60,000

2

Calculate : (a) Pay-back period, (b) Average Rate of
Return, (c) Net Present Value and Profitability Index
at 10% discount rate. You may use the following table :
Year
P.V. factor at10%

1

2

3

4

OR

What is meant by cost of capital ? What are the
components of cost of capital ? What is the cost of
retained earnings ? How is the cost of new equity
capital issue determined ?
13

5

SECTION - B

0.909 0.826 0.751 0.683 0.621

( ASM )
OR
"Capital budegeting is a long-term planning for
making and financing proposed capital outlays".
Explain. What are the limitations of capital
budgeting ?
13

1. State and explain the benefits and drawbacks of
advertising.
13
OR
V-147
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III-PG-Phy-XIII

2. a) Discuss the compound nucleus theory of nuclear
reaction. Hence obtain the expression for low
energy Scattering cross section.
16

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

OR

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

2018

b) Give an account of Fermi theory of beta decay.
Explain the Curie plot. Explain selection rules
for allowed transitions with examples. 10+2+4

Answer all questions

1. a)
3. a) Discuss the classification of the particles
according to their participation in various
interactions.
5
b) What are different conservation laws satisfied
in different interactions ?
3
c) Describe the Gallmann-Nishijima Schema and
using it assign strangeness quantum numbers to
the known strange baryons.
3+2

What are non central forces ? Discuss their
properties.
3

b) On the basis of Yukawa theory explain how
Isospin invariance leads to a charge
independence of nucleon-nucleon force.
5
c)

Classify the different types of exchange forces
and discuss their significance.
4
OR

OR
d) Show how SU(3) symmetry explains hadron
classification in terms of meson and baryon
octet.
7

d) Outline the single particle shell model of nuclei.
Hence explain the magic numbers.
7+2
e)

e) Describe briefly different types of quarks as
constituents of elementary particles.
5

V-15-0.3



Using shell model calculate the Ground state
spin and parity of the following nuclei :
3
O17, Ca40.

V-145
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d) "Ó´æ™êœÿ†ÿæÀÿ œíÿ†ÿœÿ þíàÿ¿{¯ÿæ™' ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿLëÿ µÿçˆÿçLÿÀÿç {àÿQLÿZÿÀÿ
¯ÿNÿ¯ÿ¿ Lÿ'~ - †ÿæÜÿæ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
f) Eœÿ¯ÿçóÉ É†ÿæ±ÿê{Àÿ Àÿ`ÿç†ÿ {ÜÿæB$#¯ÿæ "Àÿþ¿Àÿ`ÿœÿæ' Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ
FLÿ œÿæ†ÿç’ÿêWö ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿ {àÿQ >
2. "þæ’ÿÁÿæ ¨æqç'{Àÿ ¯ÿ‚ÿ}†ÿ ¾¾æ†ÿç {LÿÉÀÿêZÿ ¨÷Óèÿ{Àÿ {Lÿ{†ÿ’íÿÀÿ
G†ÿçÜÿæÓçLÿ Ó†ÿ¿†ÿæ ¨Àÿçàÿäç†ÿ ÜëÿF, †ÿæÜÿæ ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ LÿÀÿ > 12.5
3. FLÿ ÓüÿÁÿ Àÿþ¿Àÿ`ÿœÿæ µÿæ{¯ÿ "Bbÿ;ÿç ’ÿæ»ç{Lÿ'Àÿ þíàÿ¿æßœÿ
LÿÀÿ >
12.5
4. "¯ÿsëAæ' Lÿç¨Àÿç HÝçAæ ÓóÔõÿ†ÿçÀÿ ¨÷†ÿêLÿ $#àÿæ, †ÿæÜÿæ ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿæœëÿÓÀÿ~{Àÿ
Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
12.5
5. HÝçAæ AæŠfê¯ÿœÿê ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ {ä†ÿ÷{Àÿ "fê¯ÿœÿ Ó½&õ†ÿç'Àÿ þíàÿ¿æßœÿ
LÿÀÿ >
12.5
6. "{’ÿ{É {’ÿ{É' µÿ÷þ~ LÿæÜÿæ~êÀëÿ ¨æÊÿæ†ÿ¿ þ~çÌZÿ fæ†ÿêß†ÿæ
{¯ÿæ™ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
12.5
7. "¯ÿçÉ´µÿ÷æ†õÿ†ÿ´' "{’ÿ-{œÿ' LÿæÀÿ¯ÿæÀÿ H ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ{¯ÿæ™ D¨{Àÿ ¨÷†ÿçÏç†ÿ
œëÿ{Üÿô -FÜÿæÀÿ ¾$æ$ö¿ ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ LÿÀÿ >
12.5
8. "Óþæf¯ÿæ’ÿê þæœÿ¯ÿçLÿ†ÿæ' ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿÀÿ {¯ÿðÉçÎ¿ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ > 12.5
V-85-0.8



2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

1. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæ{ÀÿæsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ : 7.5×4
Lÿ) "þæ’ÿÁÿæ ¨æqç' FLÿ ¨÷æ`ÿêœÿ HÝçAæ S’ÿ¿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ S÷¡ÿ µÿæ{¯ÿ
{LÿDô {LÿDô Aæ{àÿæ`ÿLÿ Ó´êLÿæÀÿ LÿÀÿçd;ÿç †ÿæ'Àÿ FLÿ ¯ÿç¯ÿÀÿ~ê
{ÓþæœÿZÿ þ†ÿ ÓÜÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >
Q) "µëÿàÿ' Àÿþ¿Àÿ`ÿœÿæ µëÿ¯ÿ{œÿÉ´Àÿ {¯ÿ{ÜÿÀÿæZÿ FLÿ Aœÿ¯ÿ’ÿ¿ ÓõÎç
- Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
S) ""AæŠfê¯ÿœÿê' {ÜÿDdç fê¯ÿœÿê ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ ¨Àÿ¯ÿˆÿöê ¯ÿçLÿæÉ''F Lÿ$æÀÿ Ó†ÿ¿æÓ†ÿ¿ fê¯ÿœÿê ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ Aæ™æÀÿ{Àÿ D{àÿâQ
LÿÀÿ>
W) "{’ÿ{É {’ÿ{É' HÝçAæ µÿ÷þ~ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ É÷ê Óþõ• LÿÀÿçdç >
Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
Yÿ) "¯ÿçÉ´µÿ÷æ†ÿ¿†ÿ´' ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿÀÿ †ÿæŒ¾ö¿ œÿçÀíÿ¨~ LÿÀÿ >
`ÿ) "Aœÿ;ÿ {¨÷þ' ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿ AœëÿÓÀÿ~{Àÿ ¨÷L ÿõ†ÿ {¨÷þ, jæœÿ H
¨¯ÿç†ÿ÷†ÿæ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >
V-85
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II. Assets
1) Non-Currents Assets :
a) Fixed Assets :
i) Tangible Assets
ii) Intangible Assets (Goodwill)
2) Current Assets :
a) Inventory (Stock)
b) Trade Receivables (Debtors)
c) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Total
Notes :
1. Reserves and Surplus :
Balance Profit and Loss
2. Long term Borrowings :
Bank loan
Loan from financial institutions
3. Tangible Assets :
Machinery
Land
Building

V-UG-Com(DSE)-II (FSAR)

2018
Full Marks - 80
3

1,65,000
80,000

1,55,000
1,00,000

25,000
50,000
47,000

35,000
30,000
10,000

3,67,000

3,30,000

31.3.18
(Rs.)

31.3.17
(Rs.)

1,20,000

1,00,000

50,000
-50,000

40,000
25,000
65,000

55,000
50,000
60,000
1,65,000

80,000
40,000
35,000
1,55,000

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory
1. Answer any four of the following :
a)

Distinguish the nature of financial statements.

b)

Distinguish between funds flow and cash flow
statement.

c)

Discuss the types of financial statement analysis.

d)

Discuss the problems encountered in fiancial
statement analysis.

e)

Describe the direct method of computing cash from
operating activities.

f)

Discuss the various ratios which serve the purpose
of determining the solvency of the business concern.

g)

Distinguish between traditional and integrated
Reporting.

h)

A company's equity shares are being treated in the
market at Rs.48 per share with a price-earning ratio
of 8. The company's dividend payout is 80%. It has

Other information :
i)

Dividend paid Rs.15,000 during the year.

ii) Rs.20,000 worth of machinery was sold at book value.

V-77-3.2



7½ × 4
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1,00,000 equity shares of Rs.10 each and no
preference shares.

iii) Fixed Assets Turnover

4 times

iv) Gross Profit Turnover

20%

Calculate :

v)

2 months

i)

Earning per share

Debtors Velocity

vi) Creditors Velocity

ii) Net Income

The gross profit was Rs.60,000.

iii) Dividend Yield.
2. Discuss the various types of financial statements that are
usually prepared by the businessmen.
12½
3. What is the importance of comparative statements to the
management ? Illustrate your answer with particular
reference to comparative income statement and state
briefly how this statem ent is prepared and
interpreted.
12½
4. What are the important profitability ratios ? How are they
worked out ? Explain and Illustrate.
12½
5. What is the difference between univariate and
multivariate analysis ? Elaborate on the different
statistical tools used in multivariate Analysis.
12½

Closing Stock was Rs.5000 in excess of opening stock.
All the purchases and sales were made on credit.
7. Statutory and Non-Statutory reports are integral part of a
reporting system of an Organisation. Discuss.
12½
8. From the Balance Sheets of X Ltd. as at 31.3.2018 given
below. Prepare Cash Flow Statement :
12½
Particulars

Note no.

6. From the following details, make out the Balance Sheet
with as details as possible :
12½
Stock Velocity (Turnover)

ii) Capital Turnover Ratio

31.3.18
(Rs.)

31.3.17
(Rs.)

1,53,000

1,25,000

1

1,20,000

1,00,000

2

50,000

65,000

44,000

40,000

3,67,000

3,30,000

I. Equity and Liabilities
1. Shareholders' funds:
a) Share Capital
b) Reserves and Surplus
2. Non-Current Liabilities :
a) Long term Borrowings

i)

73 days

3. Current Liabilities :
Trade Payables (Creditors)
Total

6 times
2 times
V-77
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2. "µÿæÌæ' LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LëÿÜÿæ¾æF ? FÜÿæÀÿ Éçä æ’ÿæœÿÀÿ ¯ÿç¯ ÿç™ ¨•†ÿç
Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ Óó{S Óó{S FÜÿæ Óµÿ¿ þ~çÌÀÿ Lÿç ¨÷LÿæÀÿ
D¨LÿæÀÿ Lÿ{Àÿ †ÿæÜÿæ ’ÿÉöæA >
12.5
3. ¯ÿ¿æLÿÀÿ~ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿl ? Lÿ÷çßæ¨’ÿÀÿ Éçäæ’ÿæœÿ ¨÷~æÁÿê Lÿç¨Àÿç
{Üÿ¯ÿæ D`ÿç†ÿ >
12.5
4. Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀÿ ¯ÿçµÿæSêLÿÀÿ~ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ Óó{S Óó{S þÜÿæLÿæ¯ÿ¿ H QƒLÿæ¯ÿ¿
µÿç†ÿ{Àÿ ¨÷{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæA >
12.5
5. S’ÿ¿ Éçäæ’ÿæœÿ üÿÁÿ{Àÿ ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Lëÿ {Lÿ{†ÿ µÿæS{Àÿ ¯ÿçµÿNÿ
LÿÀÿæ¾æF > ¨÷¯ ÿ¤ÿ H Àÿþ¿Àÿ`ÿœÿæ µÿç†ÿ{Àÿ $# ¯ ÿæ ¨÷{µÿ’ÿLëÿ
’ÿÉöæA >
12.5
6. äë’ÿ÷SÅÿ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿ l ? FÜÿæÀÿ Éçäæ’ÿæœÿ Lÿç¨Àÿç {Üÿ¯ÿæ
D`ÿç†ÿ ?
12.5
7. D¨œÿ¿æÓÀÿ Óójæ, Ó´Àíÿ¨ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ ¨í¯ÿöLÿ HÝçAæ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿Àÿ Aæ’ÿç
µÿæSÀÿ D¨œÿ¿æÓ SëÝçLëÿ †ÿföþæ LÿÀÿ >
12.5
8. ¨vÿœÿ LÿÁÿæÀÿ D¨æ{’ÿß†ÿæ œÿç‚ÿöß LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ Óó{S Óó{S FÜÿæÀÿ
àÿä¿ Lÿ'~ {Üÿ¯ÿæ D`ÿç†ÿ †ÿæÜÿæ œÿç‚ÿöß LÿÀÿ >
12.5
9. `ÿ†ëÿ”öÉ¨’ÿê Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿl ? HÝçAæ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿{Àÿ FÜÿæ
Lÿç¨Àÿç ¯ÿçÖæÀÿ àÿæµÿ LÿÀÿçdç ?
12.5

III-UG-ODI(GE-B)-I

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

1. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæ{ÀÿæsçÀ ÿ DˆÿÀÿ {àÿQ :

7.5×4

Lÿ) µÿæÌæ Éçäæ’ÿæœÿÀÿ Aæ¯ÿÉ¿Lÿ†ÿæ Lÿ'~ ?
Q) ¯ÿ¿æLÿÀÿ~ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿ;ÿç ? FÜÿæ Lÿç¨Àÿç µÿæÌæLëÿ ÓëÓóÜÿ†ÿ Lÿ{Àÿ ?
S) Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ Aæ{þ LÿæÜÿ]Lÿç ¨Þç¯ÿæ ? Éçäæ’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ üÿÁÿ{Àÿ Aæ{þ
{LÿDô ¨÷LÿæÀÿ D¨LÿæÀÿ ¨æD ?
W) S’ÿ¿Àÿ ¨÷LÿæÀÿ {µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæB ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ ¯ÿ¿†ÿê†ÿê AæD
{LÿDô ¨÷LÿæÀÿ Àÿ`ÿœÿæLëÿ S’ÿ¿ {¯ÿæàÿç LëÿÜÿæ¾æB ¨æÀÿç¯ÿ ?
Yÿ) "Lÿ$æ ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ Óæó¨÷†ÿçLÿ ÓþæfÀÿ {¯ÿ’ÿ' - FÜÿç DNÿçÀÿ ÓæÀÿ¯ÿˆÿæ
¨÷†ÿç¨æ’ÿœÿ LÿÀÿ >
`ÿ) ¨vÿœÿ LÿÁÿæÀÿ ¯ÿç¯ÿç™†ÿæLëÿ œÿç‚ÿöß LÿÀÿ >
d) SÅÿÀÿ FLÿ Óójæ œÿçÀíÿ¨~ LÿÀÿ >
f) Ó´Àÿ¯ÿ‚ÿö H ¯ÿ¿ófœÿ ¯ÿ‚ÿö µÿç†ÿ{Àÿ ¨÷{µÿ’ÿ œÿç‚ÿöß LÿÀÿ >

V-240-0.8
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III-PG-ODI-XIV

Q) ¨÷{†ÿ¿Lÿ ¯ÿ¿Nÿç µÿç†ÿ{À {¯ÿæ™ÜëÿF {SæsæF {SæsæF ¾æ¾æ¯ÿÀÿ
þ{œÿæ¯õÿˆÿç d¨ç ÀÿÜÿçdç æ
S) ¨Éë¨äêZëÿ Aæßˆÿ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæÀÿ Óæ™œÿæ A†ÿç ÓÜÿf, Lÿç;ëÿ þ~çÌLëÿ
Aæßˆÿ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ LÿÎ; LÿæÀÿ~ œÿfLëÿ Aæßˆÿ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ ’ÿë…Óæš æ

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

W) F¨Àÿç ™êÀÿ ×çÀÿ Éæ;ÿ þœÿÀÿ A™#LÿæÀÿê Üÿçô Aþõ†ÿÀÿ Ó;ÿæœÿ æ
4. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç `ÿæ{ÀÿæsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ {àÿQ :

2x4

1. Lÿ) "Aæ{þÀÿçL ÿæ Aœëÿ µíÿ †ÿç'Àÿë {àÿQLÿZÿ Lÿ¿æ¸ fê¯ÿœÿ D{àÿâQ
LÿÀÿ >
12
A$¯ÿæ

Lÿ) "FLúÿÓú{¨Àÿç{þ+' AœëÿÏæœÿÀÿ ¨÷†ÿçÏæ†ÿæ LÿçF ?
Q) "†ÿþæÁÿ†ÿæÁÿê ¯ÿœÿÀÿæfçœÿêÁÿæ' - {¯ÿæàÿç {LÿDô Lÿ¯ÿç LÿÜÿç$#{àÿ ?
S) {àÿQLÿ {LÿDô fæÜÿæf{Àÿ àÿƒœÿ ¾æ†ÿ÷æ LÿÀÿç$#{àÿ ?
W) s÷æüÿæàÿSæÀÿ {ÔÿæßæÀÿ{Àÿ LÿæÜÿæÀÿ þíˆÿ} ÀÿÜÿçdç ?
Yÿ) µÿNÿç µÿæ¯ÿ Üõÿ’ÿß{Àÿ fSæB¯ÿæ ¨æBô LÿæÜÿæÀÿ ¯ÿç™æœÿ LÿÀÿæ¾æF ?
`ÿ) œÿçfÀÿ Ó´æbÿ¢ÿ¿Lëÿ D{¨äæ LÿÀÿç Aœÿ¿Lëÿ ÓëQ {’ÿB †õÿ©ç ¨æB¯ÿæÀÿ
œÿæþ Lÿ'~ ?
d) Àÿæþæß~ H þÜÿæµÿæÀÿ†ÿ{Àÿ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ œÿæsÀÿ {Sæ¯ÿ•öœÿ {¯ÿæàÿç
™Àÿç œÿçAæ¾æB¨æ{Àÿ ?
f) `ÿæÌêsç {Lÿ{†ÿ{¯ÿ{Áÿ µÿS¯ÿæœÿZÿ œÿæþ œÿçF ?
V-148-0.5

Q) "{’ÿ{É {’ÿ{É' ¨ëÖLÿ µÿçˆÿç{Àÿ {àÿQLÿZÿ ¨¿æÀÿçÓú Aœëÿµíÿ†ÿç
¯ÿ‚ÿöœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
2. Lÿ) "¨†ÿ÷ H ¨÷†ÿçþæ' ¨ëÖLÿ{Àÿ $#¯ÿæ "µÿNÿç' ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿ™æÀÿæ
¯ÿç{ÉÈÌ~ LÿÀÿ >
12
A$¯ÿæ
Q) Àÿþ¿Àÿ`ÿœÿæ ’õÿÎçÀëÿ "œÿæsÀÿ {Sæ¯ÿ•öœÿ ¨÷¯ÿ¤ÿÀÿ þíàÿ¿æßœÿ LÿÀÿ >
3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿ BsçÀ ÿ Ó¨÷Óèÿ ¯ÿ¿æQ¿æ {àÿQ :

4+4

Lÿ) {`ÿÎæ œÿ LÿÀÿç Aœëÿ†ÿæ¨ LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ A{¨äæ {`ÿÎæ LÿÀÿç Üÿ†ÿæÉ
{Üÿ¯ÿæ µÿàÿ >
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III-PG-Pol.Sc-XIV

3. Write short notes on any two of the following : 4 × 2

2018
Full Marks - 40

a) System Approach of David Easton.

Time - 3 Hours
b) Post-behaviouralism

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

c) Karl Marx's views on Alienation

Answer all questions

d) Max Weber's views on Social Stratification.
1. Define Political Sociology. Discuss the scope and
dimensions of political sociology.
16
OR
V-149-50



Explain the Behavioural approacch to the study of
Political Sociology.

2. Discuss the contribution of Max Weber to Political
Sociology.
16
OR
Analyse Emile Durkheim's views on Suicide and
Religion.

V-149
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III-PG-Phy-XIV

2. a) Derive Lindhards expression for the dielectric
function  (q, w). Find its limiting value on the
static screening approximation.
9+3
OR
b) Write short notes on the following :

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

2×6

Answer all questions

i) Friedel Oscillations and Friedel Simmile
ii) Dielectric constant of semiconductor.
3. a) Derive the linearized Boltzmann transport
equation. Using this equation derive an
expression for electrical condutivity.
8+6
OR
b) Define Wannier function. Discuss the
orthogonal property and wannier function.
Derive equation of motion in the Wannir
representation
2+3+9

1. a)

Explain the concept of Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. How this idea is used to set up
the effective Hamiltonian for lattice
vibration.
10

b) Describe the tight binding method for explaining
energy bands in solid.
4
OR
c)

Explain and derive the origin of the forbidden
energy gap in the crystalline solids.
10

d) Write a note on quantization of lattice
vibration.
4
V-150-0.3
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III-UG-IBED(P)-VI (PS)

c) Explain with examples different psychological
principles of teaching.
d) Discuss with example inductive-deductive
method to teaching. State the merits and
demerits.

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any two of the following :
V-249-1.2



a)

7½ × 2

Explain the meaning and characteristics of
teaching.

b) Describe the concept of teaching task.
c)

Discuss the significance of reflective level of
teaching task.

d) Elucidate the child-centred approach to learning.
2. Answer any two of the following :
a)

12½ x 2

Describe formal communication theory and
discuss its short comings.

b) Prepare a lesson plan on any one school subject
by following ICON Design model.
V-249
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III-PG-Math-XIV

2018

5. Solve the following assignment problem using Hungarian

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions
Symbols used have their usual meanings

method. The matrix entries are processing times in hours
:
Operator

Job

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

J1

20

22

35

22

18

J2

4

26

24

24

7

J3

23

14

17

19

19

J4

17

15

16

18

15

J5

16

19

21

19

25

OR
Find the optimum assignment and the maximum sales
from the following problem :
Zones

Sales
Engineer

A

B

C

D

P

140

112

98

154

Q

90

72

63

99

R

110

88

77

121

S

80

64

56

88

The matrix entries are sales in rupees

1. A company makes three types of belts A, B and C which
are processed on three machines M1, M2 and M3. Belt A
required 2hours on Machine M1 and 3hours on Machine
M3 Belt B requires 3 hours on machine M1, 2 hours on
machine M2 and 2 hours on Machine M3 ; and Belt C
requires 5 hours on Machine M2 and 4 hours on Machine
M3. There are 8 hours of time per day available Machine
M1 10 hours per day available on machine M2 and 15
hours of time per day available on machine M3. The profit
gained from belt A is Rs.3.00 per unit, from belt B is
Rs.5.00 per unit, from belt C is Rs.4.00 per unit. What
should be the daily production of each type of belts so
that the profit is maximum.
OR
Use duality to solve the following L.P.P :
Maximize

z = 2x1 + x2

Subject to

x1 + 2x2  10, x1+ x2  6, x1 – x2  2,
x1 – 2x2  1, x1, x2  0

V-151-0.5
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2. Given the L.P.P.

[ 3 ]
4. Consider the following transportation problem :

Maximize z = 3x1 + 5x2
subject

x1  4, x2  6, 3x1 + 2x2  18 ; x1, x2  0.

Godowns
Factory

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Stock
available

A

7

5

7

7

5

3

60

B

9

11

6

11

--

5

20

C

11

10

6

2

2

8

90

D

9

10

9

6

9

12

50

Maximize z = 7x1 + 9x2

Demand

60

20

40

20

40

40

subject to : –x1 + 3x2  6, 7x1 + x2  35, x2  7;

It is not possible to transport any quantity form factory B
to Godown 5. Determine :

Discuss the effect on the optimality of the solution, when
the objective function is changed to 3x 1 + x2.
OR
Use branch and bound method to solve the following
L.P.P. :

x1, x2  0 and are integers.
3. Use sim plex method to solve the following goal
programming problem :
minimize

z = p1d1– + 5p3d2– + 3p3d3– + p2d4+ + p4d1+

i)

Initial solution by Vogel's approximation method

ii) Optimal basic feasible solution
iii) Find an alternative B.F.S. if exist.

subject to : x1 + x2 + d1– – d1+ = 80,
x1 + x2 + d4– – d4+ = 90,
x1 + d2– = 70, x2 + d3– = 45 ;

OR
Maximize the following T.P. using highest profit method :
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

Supply

F1

35

41

28

16

20

12

320

Use revised simplex method to solve the L.P.P :

F2

14

21

28

30

15

24

180

maximize z = 3x1 + 2x2 + 5x3

F3

45

18

17

29

26

19

200

Demand

125

125

100 100 175 75

x1, x2, d1+, d2–, d3–, d4–, d4+  0
OR

subject to x1 + 2x2 + x3  430, 3x1 + 2x3  460.
x1 + 4x2  420, x1, x2, x3  0.

V-151
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III-PG-COM-XIV (SAPM/IM)

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions from any one Section
SECTION - A
(SAPM)
1. "No Investment Decisions are made without
calculating risk'. Do you agree ? As an investment
manager of a firm, discuss the various steps involved
on the investment decision making process.
13
OR
How the risk of a security can be measured ? Explain
different statistical methods to measure risk.
13
2. What do you understand by marketing of securities ?
Explain the different methods of marketing corporate
securities.
13
OR
V-152
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What is Securities and Exchange Board of India ?
Give its objectives. How does it regulate the capital
market in India ?
13

3. What do you mean by listing of securities ? Give an
account of Listing Agreement. When and how shares
can be delisted ?
14

[ 3 ]

2. Describe briefly on any four international marketing
environmental factors.
13
OR
As the first time exporter of wooden handicrafts from
India, evaluate the various models of entry available
for entering into foreign markets. Which mode of
entry would you prefer and why ?
13

OR
Discuss about the role and need of Depository's
Act, 1996.
14

3. Explain the various product decisions that one needs
to take into account before going international. 13
OR

SECTION - B
( IM )

What factors would you consider for pricing your
products before entering international market. 13

1. "Operating in international market is much more
complex than marketing domestically". Critically
evaluate the statement with suitable examples. 14
OR
V-152-0.8

What are the different types of control that an
organisation can adopt while implementing
international market strategies.
14



I-PG-Bot-II

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. Answer any ten of the following :
a)

2 × 10

Where are the ecological significance of
Bryophytes ?

b) What do you mean by Gemma Cup ?
c)

Briefly describe the classification of
Bryophytes ?

d) What are the characteristic feature of the capsule
of Funaria ?
e)

Differentiate between leptosparongiate and
eusporangiate sporangia.

f)

Write few important characters of the
subdivision Lycopsida.

g) On what basis Cycadeoidea is considered as a
probable ancestors of angiosperms.
V-174
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[ 3 ]

h) What are the importanct characteristic features
of coniferales.

b) Describe the morphology and evolutionary
significance of the sporocorp of Marsileas . 10

i)

What do you mean by living fossils ?

j)

What are the angiospermic characters of
Gnetum.

c) Describe the heterospory and seed habitat in
Pteridophytes.
10

k) Write few important characters of Psilophytales.

d) Describe the anatomy of the stem of
Lycopodium.
10

l)

OR

What do you mean by soral evolution ?

2. a) Describe briefly the progressive sterilization of
sporogenous tissue in Bryophytes.
10
b) Describe the vegetative structure of
Marchnantia.
10

4. a) Describe the process of fossilization.

b) Describe briefly the internal structure of the
corralloid root of Cycas.
10
OR

OR
c) Describe briefly the evolution of gametophytes
in Bryophytes.
10
d) Describe the internal structure of the capsule of
Funaria.
10
3. a) Describe the
pteriodophytes.

stelar

10

evolution

c) Evolution of female gametophytes in
Gymnosperm.
10
d) Give an account of the internal structure of the
needlo of Pinus.
10

in
10
V-274-0.5
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3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿ BsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© sçª~ê {àÿQ :

III-PG-ODI-XV

4+4

2018

Lÿ) ¯ÿæLÿ¿ ¯ÿçjæœÿ

Full Marks - 40

Q) {’ÿð¯ÿê D¨#ˆÿç Óç•æ;ÿ

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

S) {¯ÿð’ÿçLÿ µÿæÌæ

Answer all questions

W) ¨÷æLõÿ†ÿ µÿæÌæ >
1. µÿæÌæ¯ÿçjæœÿÀÿ ¨ÀÿçÓÀÿ H ¨÷LÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ ’ÿÉöæA æ

16

A$¯ÿæ
V-155-0.5



D¨µÿæÌæ ÓõÎçÀÿ LÿæÀÿ~, ¨æ$öLÿ¿ H ¨ÀÿçÓÀÿ Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ
LÿÀÿ æ
2. ¨õ$#¯ÿêÀÿ ¯ÿçµÿçŸ µÿæÌæ{SæÏê Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Óí`ÿœÿæ ’ÿçA æ

16

A$¯ÿæ
œÿ¯ÿêœÿ µÿæÀÿ†ÿêß Aæ¾ö¿ µÿæÌæÀÿ ¨Àÿç`ÿß ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ æ
V155
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III-PG-Pol.Sc-XV

3. Write short notes on any two of the following : 4 + 4

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

a) Elements of unity and diversity in India.
b) Political participation is the process by which
people acquire Pol. Values.

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

c) Factors of social change
d) Problems of urbanisation.

1. a)

Analyse the problems and challenges to national
integration in India.
16
OR

V-156-0.5



b) What do you mean by Identity Politics ? Discuss
how identity politics operates with reference to
SCs and STs in India.

2. a)

Define Sanskritisation. Discuss its role in the
process of social change in India.
16
OR

b) Discuss the problems of industrialisation in India
and suggest remedial measures.
V-156
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III-PG-Math-XV

b) If f is an arithmetical function, and

2018

g n    d

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

d|n

The qustions are of equal value
Answer all questions
Symbols used have their usual meaning



then prove that f  n    d g n
d
d|n
OR

c) Prove that every even perfect number is of the
form 2np, where p = 2n+1– 1 is a mersenne prime.
d) Prove that for every  > 0, we have

 n 
n1

1. a)

b) Prove that every non-trivial module S consists
of all integral multiples of a positive integer.
OE

, as n .
c)

V-155-0.5



Prove that any two different Fermat numbers are
relatively prime.

The standard form of an integer n, which is
greater than 1, is unique. Prove this.

d) If N > 1, then show that no two successive
fractions in FN have the same denominator.

2. a)

Show that the congruence
a0xn + a1xn–1 + ...... an  0 (modp), (a0, p) = 1
has at most n solutions.

V-155
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b) If (m, m') = 1, and if a runs through a complete
prime residue system (mod m), and a' through a
complete prime residue system (mod m'), then
show that am' + a'm runs through a complete
prime residue system (mod mm').
OR
c) Prove that

  d  m
d|m

d) Prove that residue classes modulo a prime p form
a field of p elements.

[ 3 ]

 m  n   mn
d) Prove that  p  p    p
   


.


4. a) Prove that every positive integers n is a sum of
four squares.
b) A postive integers n is a sum of two squares if
and only if all its prime factors of the form
4K + 3 have even exponents in the standard form
of n. Prove this.
OR

3. a) If  is irrrational, then show that there exist
infinitely many irreducible fractions h/k, such
h
1
that   k 
2k 2
b) If n is a positive integer and n | (A2 + B2), where
(A, B) = 1, then prove that there exist integers s
and t, such that n = s2 + t2.

c) If p is an odd prime, then show that
2

p 1
2
8 .


1


p
 

d) If q is a fixed odd prime, then prove that

q  q 
 p    p ' ,
   
where p' is a prime such that p'  p (mod 4q).

OR
c) If p is a prime, then show that
(p – 1)!  –1 (mod p).

5. a) Prove that D(N) = N log N + O(N).
V-155
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s) "¨Þç{àÿ fæ~ç¯ëÿ Ó¯ëÿ Aæ{Àÿ ™œÿ {¨æ$# Adç Aæþ W{Àÿ' FLÿ$æ LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ LÿÜÿçd;ÿç ?
vÿ) ¾¾æ†ÿç {LÿÉÀÿê {LÿDô œÿ’ÿê LíÿÁÿ{Àÿ ¾æS LÿÀÿç$#{àÿ ?
2. Lÿ) "þÜÿæ¾æ†ÿ÷æ'Àÿ ¨vÿç†ÿæóÉÀëÿ Àÿæ™æœÿæ$Zÿ ¨÷†ÿçµÿæ AæLÿÁÿœÿ
LÿÀÿ >
20
A$¯ÿæ
Q) "Lÿê`ÿLÿ¯ÿ™' Lÿæ¯ÿ¿Àëÿ Sèÿæ™ÀÿZÿ ¨÷Lõÿ†ÿç `ÿç†ÿ÷~Àÿ {¯ÿðÉ çÎ¿
¨÷†ÿç¨æ’ÿœÿ LÿÀÿ >
3. Lÿ) "¯ÿæfçÀÿæD†ÿ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ{Àÿ Lÿ¯ÿç Lÿç¨Àÿç Ó´{’ÿÉ ¨÷ê†ÿçÀÿ D’úÿ{¯ÿæ™œÿ
Sæœÿ LÿÀÿçd;ÿç Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
20
A$¯ÿæ
Q) "{Lÿæ~æ{Lÿö' Lÿæ¯ÿ¿{Àÿ Ó´{’ÿÉÀÿ {SòÀÿ¯ÿ Sæ™æ Lÿç¨Àÿç ¨÷†ÿç™´œÿç†ÿ
{ÜÿæDdç D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >
4. Lÿ) "Éþ}Ïæ' Lÿæ¯ÿ¿Àÿ ¨vÿç†ÿæóÉ AœÿëÓ Àÿ~{Àÿ Lÿ¯ÿçZÿ {œÿð†ÿçLÿ
’õÿÎçµÿèÿêÀÿ ¨Àÿç`ÿß ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ >
20
A$¯ÿæ
Q) fæ†ÿç ¨÷ê†ÿçÀÿ AþÀÿSæ$æ {ÜÿDdç "™þö¨’ÿ' - ¯ÿç`ÿæÀÿ LÿÀÿ >

I-PG-ODI-III

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ÿÉsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ {àÿQ :

2×10

Lÿ) {LÿDô †ÿê$ö{Àÿ ¾æ’ÿ¯ÿ ¯ÿóÉ ™´óÓ {ÜÿæB$#{àÿ ?
Q) {LÿDô ÓæSÀÿ{Àÿ Agëöœÿ ™œëÿ †íÿ~êÀÿ üÿçèÿç$#{àÿ ?
S) Àÿþæ{¯ÿê-{LÿÁÿç WÀÿ {¯ÿæàÿç {LÿDô œÿSÀÿLëÿ LëÿÜÿæ¾æBdç ?
W) ¯ÿÓ;ÿ ¯ÿçfß ¯ÿæˆÿöæ LÿçF ¨ævÿ LÿÀÿç$#àÿæ ?
Yÿ) þÜÿæ¯ÿÁÿ ÀÿÝç {LÿDôvÿæÀëÿ µÿæÓç Aæ{Ó ?
`ÿ) É†ÿæ±ÿêÀÿ {É÷Ï üëÿàÿ þëLëÿÁÿç†ÿ "þõ†ëÿ¿Üÿêœÿ' ¨÷æ~ {¯ÿæàÿç LÿæÜÿæLëÿ
LëÿÜÿæ¾æBdç ?
d) àëÿSæ{Àÿ ÜÿÁÿ’ÿê àÿSæB LÿçF `ÿæÜÿ]$#{¯ÿ ?
f) "þëÜÿ] ’ÿç{œÿ ÉçÉë $#àÿBô, þ{œÿ ¨Ýëdç {þæÀÿ' - FLÿ$æ LÿçF,
{LÿDôvÿç H {Lÿ{†ÿ{¯ÿ{Áÿ LÿÜÿçd;ÿç ?
l) œÿÜëÿÌ œÿ¢ÿœÿ LÿçF ?
nÿ) LÿÜÿç¯ÿæ {àÿæLÿ H ÓÜÿç¯ÿæ {àÿæLÿ þš{Àÿ þÜÿ†ÿ LÿçF ?

V-277-0.5
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2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. ^maVr` OZOmJaU Ho$ H$maU Am¡a ñdén na àH$me S>m{bE Ÿ& 20

AWdm
{ÛdoXr `wJrZ H$mì`àd¥{Îm`m| H$s {deofVmE§ ~VmBE Ÿ&
AWdm
H$) ^maVoÝXw H$s AmYw{ZH$ MoVZm
I) {Û{dXr H$m `moJXmZ Ÿ&
2. N>m`mdmX AWdm n«J{VdmX H$s H$mì`àd¥{Îm`m| na {dñVma go {dMma
{H$OrE Ÿ&
20

AWdm
H$) à§o`moJdmX Ho$ CX²^d-{dH$me
I) ZB© H${dVm H$r {deofVmE± Ÿ&
V-278
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[ 3 ]

3. {hÝXr ZmQ>H$ AWdm CnÝ`mg gm{hË`H$s {dH$mgYmam H$m gå`H²$
{ddoMZ H$s{OE Ÿ&
20

O) ZB© H${dVm H$s Xmo à_wI {deofVmE± Ÿ&
P) O`e§H$a àgmX H$s Xmo _w»` H$mì` àd¥[Îm`m± Ÿ&

AWdm
L>) {Zambm H$m {ZambmnZ Š`m h¡ ?
H$) àgmX H$r ZmQ>çH$bm

Q>) CnÝ`mg Or~Z H$s AmbmoMZm H¡$go h¡ ?

I) ^maVoÝXwH$mbrZ {Z~§Y gm{hË` Ÿ&
4. {ZåZ àíZm| _| go {H$Ýht Xe Ho$ g§{já CÎma Xr{OE :

R>) ào_MÝX Ho$ CnÝ`mg H$¥fH$-H$Wm h¡, H¡$go ?
2 × 10

H$) ZdOmJaU H$m AW©
I) ^maVoÝXw H$s AmYw{ZH$Vm
V-278-0.5

J) ^maVoÝXwH$mbrZ {Z~§Y H$s {deofVmE±
K) ñdÀN>§ÝXmdmX H$m AW©
L>) N>m`mdmX Zm_ {H$VZm gmW©H$ h¡ ?
M) àJ{VdmX na _mŠg©dmX H$m à^m~ Ÿ&
N>) à`moJdmXr AÝdofr h¡, H$¡go ?



I-PG-Pol.Sc-III

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer briefly on any ten of the following : 2×10
a)

Causal Theory

b) Positivization of social sciences
c)

Critique of metanarrative

d) Ideology as false consciousness
e)

Political equality

f)

Direct democracy

g) Social welfare theory of rights
h) 'Original position' in Rawl's Theory
i)

Justice as a term of synthesis

j)

Radical eco-feminism

V-279
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d) Discuss the cluster of concepts that constitute
the core of the post-modern intellectual
agenda.
10

k) New Social Movement
l)

Hyperfactualism.

2. a) Discuss the evolution of political theory.

10

b) 'Political Theory is Thriving both at its
behavioural and traditional levels'. Explain the
statement in the context of resurgence of
political theory.
10

4. a) Discuss the evolution of democracy.

10

b) Explain the meaning and nature of Rights. 10
OR
c) Highlight the different dimensions of
equality.
10

OR
c) Examine the liberal approach to political
theory.
10
d) Analyze Marixist view of state.

d) Do you think that Rawlsian justice has a strong
egalitarian bias ? Give arguments in support of
your answer
10

10

3. a) Discuss the genesis of the 'End of Ideology'
debate and its content.
10
V-179-0.5

b) What is feminism ? Critically examine liberal
feminism.
10
OR
c) Examine the role of Idology in Politics.

10



I-PG-Psy-III

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any ten of the following :
a)

2 × 10

What do you mean by experimental research ?

b) What is an independent variable ?
c)

What do you mean by hypothesis in research ?

d) What is positive correlation ?
e)

What do you mean by randomization ?

f)

What is reliability ?

g) What is a control group ?
h) What is test-retest reliability ?
i)

Differentiate between probability and
non-probability sampling techniques ?

j)

What are the different characteristics of a
psychological test ?

V-280
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k) What do you mean by pilot study ?
l)

What is case study design ?

2. a) What are the various characteristics of a
scientific method ?
10
b) Give an
method.

account

of

correlational
10

OR

c) Discuss about various protest and post test
designs.
10
d) Give an account of quasi-experimental
design.
10

4. a) Give an account of different types of probability
sampling technques.
10
b) Give an account of different types of nonprobability sampling techniques.
10

c) Give a brief account of experimental research
method.
10
d) What do you mean by sampling ? What is
sampling size and sampling errors ?
10

3. a) What is reliability ? Discuss different methods
of measuring reliability of a test.
10

OE
c) Give a detailed account of construction of
schedules and questionaries in Phychological
research.
10
d) What are the various characteristics of a good
phychological test ?
10

b) Differentiate between qualitative and
quantitative research designs.
10
OR

V-280-0.5
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I-UG-Phy(GE-A)-I

2018

at t  0, y  y0
at t  0,

dy
0
dt

5. Where the relation

Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

9

9  3  1
Y n k

where the symbols have their usual meaning.

9

6. Define rigidity modulus and describe the static
method to determine the modulus of rigidity of a
wire. Derive the formula used.
2+3+4
7. Establish the equation of a damped harmonic
oscillator and obtain the solution. Discuss the case
of underdamped condition.
6+3

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory
1. Answer any four of the following :
a)


b) i) If A  3iˆ  4 ˆj  5kˆ

B   iˆ  2ˆj  6kˆ

 
 
Find A  B and A  B.

8. Explain the principle of launching of artificial
satellite and derive the expression for orbital velocity
of a satellite in an orbit.
4+5
9. State postulates of special theory of relativity. Write
Lorentz transformation equations. Explain length
contraction.
2+2+5

V-357-0.9



What is triple product of vectors ? Mention the
characteristics of vector triple product.
3+3

3

ii) Prove :

3


 
  
  
A  B  C  B CA  C A B  0



c)

V-357











What is centre of mass ? Show that in absence
of external forces, the velocity of centre of mass
remains constant.
2+4
[Turn Over

[ 2 ]

[ 3 ]

d) Explain the motion of rocket on the basis of
conservation of linear momentum.
6
e) i) Define Poissons ratio. Find the theoritical
limiting values of Poisson's ration.
1+2
ii) Calculate the extension of a steel wire of
length of 4m and diameter 2 mm when
loaded with a weight of 8 kg.
12

2

Y of steel = 2 10 dyne / cm .
f)


 
2. a) Let r  a cos wt  bsin wt
 
a, b are constant vectors
 dr
 
r


w
a
b
Show that
dt

5
d 2 r  w 2 r  0
2
dt



b) Find the area of parallelogram determined by
the vectors


a  3iˆ  2ˆj

b  2ˆj  4kˆ

3

Define work-energy principle. Discuss
conservation of mechanical energy in free fall
of a body.
2+4

g) Discuss geosynchronous orbit.

6

h) i) Explain 'moving clock runs slow'.

3

ii) A spaceship A moves away from earth with
speed 0.9C. Another spaceship B is to pass
at a relative speed of 0.6C. Compute the
speed of B relative to earth.
3



4

3. a) Discuss how a twobody problem can reduced
to an equivalent one body problem.
4
b) Prove that areal velocity of a particle moving
under a central force is a constant.
5
4. Solve the differential equation

d2 y
dt

2

 2k

dy
 w2 y  0
dt

where 2k and w2 are constants, using the initial
conditions
V-357
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I-UG-Chem(GE-A)-I

c) Assign R and S configuration to the following :
i)

ii)

H5

(i)

Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

2

7. a) Explain optical isomerism with an example. 2
b) Assign E and Z notation to the following :

2018

2

(ii)

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory
1. Answer any four of the following :
a)

c) Write a note on Inductive effect.

5

(i) CH2 = CH2

2+2

b) Write notes on the following :

(ii) CH = CH

9. a) Write a note on acidic nature of acetylene.

ii) Hund's rule.
c)

Explain the following :

2×3

i) NaCl is soluble in water but not AgCl.

c) Alkenes are more reactive than alkynes.
Explain.
3


3+3

i) De-Broglie equation

3

b) What happens when acetylene reacts with
NaNH 2 in liq. NH 3 followed by methyl
iodide ?
3

V-358-0.8

uncertainity
5

ii) Write the electronic configuration of the
element with atomic number 24. Also name
the element.
1

8. a) What is Oxymercuration-demercuration
reaction ? Give examples.
5
b) Write the product of polymerisation of :

i) Discuss Heisenberg's
principle.

ii) O2 is paramagnetic
V-358
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iii) CO2 has zero dipolemoment while that of
water is 1-84 D.
d) Discuss the shapes of the following on the basis
of VSEPR theory.
2×3
(i) XeF4

3. What are quantum numbers. Disucuss different
quantum numbers and give their significance. 1 + 8

(ii) PCl5 (iii) SF4

e) Discuss the formation structure and stability of
carbanions.
1½ + 1½ + 3
f)

b) How does Bohr's theory explain the stability of
atom ?
2

i) Define and explain electrophiles and
nucleophiles with suitable examples of
each.
2+2
ii) Write
resonating
nitrobenzene.

structures

g) i) Write a note on Wurtz reaction.

of
2
4

ii) What happens when vapours of ethylene are
passed through the alkaline solution of
KMnO4 ?
2
h) Discuss :

3+3

i) Ozonolysis of ethene.
ii) Anti-Markownikoff 's rule.
2. a) Write the postulates of Bohr's atomic Theory.
What are its limitations ?
5+2

4. a) What is lattice energy ? How can it be determined
by using Born-Haber Cycle. Discuss with an
example.
1+5
b) Name the factors which influence the lattice
energy.
2
c) What is meant by solvation energy ?

1

5. a) Write the postulates of VSEPR Theory.

4

b) Draw the molecular orbital diagram for O2
molecule. Calculate its bond order and predict
its magnetic character.
3+2
6. a) On the basis of hyper conjugation explain the
stability and alkyl free radical.
3
b) Name and draw the Newmann projection
formulae of two extreme conformations of
ethane.
4
V-358
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I-UG-Bot(GE-A)-I

2. Give a general account of range of thallus structure
in Algae
9
3. Discuss the genetic recombination in Bacteria.

2018
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

9

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
4. Describe the reproduction in chlamydomonas.

9

5. Describe the life-cycle of Rhizopus.

9

Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory
1. Answer four of the following :

6. Describe the morphology, anatomy and reproduction
in Marchantia.
9
7. What is heterospory ? Give an account of heterospory
in selaginella.
9
8. Describe the morphology and anatomy of aerial stem
of Equisetum.
9
9. Describe the reproduction in pinus.

9

a)

6×4

Economic importance of Bacteria

b) Structure of Bacteriophage
c)

Economic importance of bryophytes with special
mention of sphagnum.

d) Ovule of Cycas
e)

Corraloid root of Cycas

f)

Economic importance of algae

g) Asexual reproducton in penicillium
h) L.S. of capsule of Funaria.
V-359-0.6
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I-UG-Zool(GE-A)-I

3. Discuss the disorders due to deficiency of Vit-E and
Vit-K.
9
4. Define Carbohydrate. Classify carbohydrates and
write down their properties.
9

2018
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

5. What is the importance of Calcium in our body ?
What are the sources of calcium ?
9

1. Write notes on any four of the following :
6. Discuss the causes of obesity and write down the
dietary and life-style modifications to combat
obesity.
9

6×4

a) Synthetic drink
b) Essential amino acids
c) Co-Enzyme

7. What do you mean by Diabetes mellitus ? Discuss
its causes, symptoms and prevention through dietary
modifications.
9
8. Describe waterborne diseases and their remedy. 9

d) Protein Energy Malnutrition
e) Alcoholism
f)

Nutritional need of a pregnant woman

g) AIDS
9. How does food adulteration affect the health of a
consumer.
9

h) Food spoilage.
2. Define nutrition. Describe dietary sources of different
nutrients and their biochemnical role.
9

V-360-0.6
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I-UG-Math(GE-A)-I

b) Prove that the equation :

6

2018

4x2 – y2 + 2z2 + 2xy – 3y2 + 2x – 11y – 6z –4 = 0

dy
x  y 1
7. a) Solve dx  x  y  3 .

b) Solve the I.V.P.
2,
f x  
0,

6½

dy
 y  f  x  , when
dx

0  x  1, y  0  0
x 1

Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory
1. Answer four of the following :

6

a)

7½ × 4

Find radius of curvature at origin by Newton's
method to the curve
x = a ( + cos), y = a (1 – cos).

8

2 2

2

2

a) Solve p x – 2xyp + 2y – x = 0.

6½
b) Find asymptotes to the curve x3 + y3 = 3axy.

b) Solve by method of variation of parameter
(D2 + 1)y = sec x
9. a) Solve xy" – (2x – 1) y' + (x – 1)y = 0

6

c)

6½

xy
Let f  x, y   x  y then discuss the existence
of repeated limits and simultaneous limit
at (0, 0).

b) Find the laplace transformation of t2 cos bt. 6

V-361-0.9



 xy
,  x, y    0,0 

d) Let f  x, y    x 2  y2
 0
, otherwise
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e) A variable plane through a fixed point (a, b, c)
cuts the co-ordinate axes in the points A, B, C
show that the lacus of the centres of the sphere
a b c
OABC if x  y  z  2.
f)

b) Find the length of the curve
x + a (t + sin t)
y = a (1 – cos t), – t  .

6

Prove and the plane 24x + 51y – 28z + 7 = 0
touches the conicoid 12x2 – 17y2 + 7z2 = 7. Find
the point of contact.

4. a) Find the volume of the solid formed by the
revolution of the limacon r = a + b cos (a > b)
about the initial line.
6½

g) Solve y" – ty' + y = 1, y(0) = 1, y'(0) = 2 using
Laplace transform.

b) Explain x2y + 3y – 2 in powers of x – 1 and
y + 2.
6

h) Find general solution of
5. a) Find the maxima and minima of the function
f(x, y) = x3 + y3 – 3x – 12y + 20.
6½

y(4) – 4y(3) + 8y(2) – 8y' + 4y = 0.

2. a) Prove that the radius of curvature of the point
(–2a, 2a) on the curve
x2y = a (x2 + y2) is – 2a.

2

x u  y u .
x
y

6½

b) Find the asymptotes of the following curves
x2y – 3x2 – 5xy + 6y + 2 = 0.
6

2

2
2
1  x  y 
u
x,
y

sin


 x  y  then find
b) If



2

3. a) Trace the curve x 3  y 3  a 3 .

6

6. a) Find the equation of the sphere circumscribing
a tetrahedron bounded by the planes
x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, x + y + z = 1.

6½
V-361
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2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. a)

Crtically analyse Charles Lamb's "Dream
Children".
7½
OR
What has Lynd to say on the mechanical
civilization of modern times ?

b) Answer any three of the following :

2½ × 3

i) What are the qualities of Lochimar
derscribed by the poet ?
ii) Why does the beautiful lady leave the knight
at the cave ?
iii) Why do you think Wordsworth compared the
Solitary Reaper's song to that of the
nightingale ?
iv) Why is the poem 'Uphil' an allegory?
V-364
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v) What is the main idea of the poem "La Belle
Dame sans Merci" ?
2. W rite any one paragraph of the following :

7½

a) College Election

iv) Write an adverbial sentence signifying how,
when and where.
v) The terrorists tried to blow up the railroad
station.
(Use phrasal verb for 'blow up')

b) Advantages of self-defence for women
vi) You ______ stop when the traffic lights turn red..
(should / must)

c) Use of Smart-phones.
3. You are an e-learning profession. You are more than
welcome to create your resume and increase your
chances to get your dream job in the e-learning
industry.
7½
OR
Write a report on smugging of fake currency note.
4. Do as directed :
i)

1 × 10

I started in time. I arrived late.
(Make a compound sentence)

vii) We are going on vacation ______ August.
(Use preposition)
viii)Please put the vase _____ the table.
(Use proposition)
ix) It was so big box that I can't lift it.
(Correct the Error)
x) Mankind would love nature.
(Correct the Error)

ii) Write a complex-compound sentence of your
own.
iii) The dog lived in the garden and the cat
inside it.
(Make a simple sentence)

V-364-0.5
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I-UG-ODI(AECC)-I (Arts)

2018

3. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç AævÿsçÀ ÿ A†ÿçÓóäç© DˆÿÀÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ : 1 × 8
Lÿ) É÷æ¯ÿ¿ {¾æSæ{¾æS þæšþÀÿ FLÿ D’ÿæÜÿÀÿ~ >
Q) B{þàúÿ H üÿ¿æOÿ þš{Àÿ ¨æ$öLÿ¿ ’ÿÉöæA >
S) {¾æSæ{¾æS{Àÿ ¯ÿÁÿæWæ†ÿÀÿ µíÿþçLÿæ >
W) "`ëÿNÿçœÿæþæ' {LÿDô$#{Àÿ {àÿQæ¾æF ?
Yÿ) {H´¯ÿÓæBsú Lÿ'~ ?

Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿ BsçÀ ÿ DˆÿÀÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ :

12 × 2

`ÿ) ’õÿÉ¿-É÷æ¯ÿ¿ Óó`ÿæÀÿ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿl ?

Lÿ) {¾æSæ{¾æSÀÿ Óójæ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ ¨í¯ÿöL ÿ FÜÿæÀÿ ¨÷L ÿæÀÿ{µÿ’ÿ
Óó¨Lÿö{Àÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

d) fÀëÿÀÿê Óæäæ†úÿLÿæÀÿ {Lÿ{†ÿ{¯ÿ{Áÿ {ÜÿæB$æF ?

Q) ÓæÜÿç†ÿ¿ þæšþ{Àÿ Lÿç¨Àÿç {¾æSæ{¾æS LÿÀÿç ÜëÿF ¯ëÿlæA >

f) J~¨†ÿ÷ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿlæA ?

S) Óæäæ†ÿLÿæÀÿ LÿÁÿæÀÿ Ó´Àíÿ¨ D’úÿWæsœÿ ¨í¯ÿöLÿ FÜÿæÀÿ D¨{¾æSç†ÿæ
Óó¨LÿöÀÿ ¾æÜÿæ fæ~ {àÿQ >

l) Sæô œÿçÉæ¨ >
nÿ) "All India Radio' œÿæþLÿÀÿ~ {Lÿ{¯ÿ {Üÿàÿæ ?
s) {¯ÿæ™Sþ¿ ÓÀÿÁÿ µÿæÌ¿

W) ’ÿÁÿS†ÿ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿl ? FÜÿæÀÿ ¯ÿçµÿæSêLÿÀÿ~
LÿÀÿç¯ÿæ Óó{S Óó{S ¯ÿç†ÿLÿöÀÿ üÿÁÿæüÿÁÿ Lÿç¨Àÿç Aæœÿ¢ÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ
LÿÀÿç$æF, †ÿæÜÿæ Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >

vÿ) Óæ™æÀÿ~ {¾æSæ{¾æS LÿæÜÿæ ÓÜÿç†ÿ Óó¨Lÿöæœÿḉ†ÿ ?
xÿ) ÉæÀÿêÀÿçLÿ Bèÿç†ÿ LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ'~ ¯ëÿl ?
|ÿ) "Ó´S†ÿ Lÿ$œÿ' ’ÿ´æÀÿæ Lÿç¨Àÿç {¾æSæ{¾æS ÜëÿF ?

2. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ëÿ BsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ LÿÀÿ :

4×2

Lÿ) A¯ÿ¿¯ÿ×ç†ÿ ¯ÿç†ÿLÿö H ÓæþßçLÿ ¯ÿç†ÿLÿö
Q) ¯õÿˆÿçS†ÿ Óæäæ†úÿLÿæÀÿ
S) AæèÿçLÿ H ¯ÿæ`ÿçLÿ {¾æSæ{¾æS

V-365-3.6



W) "¯ÿç¯ÿÀÿ~ê' LÿÜÿç{àÿ Lÿ~ ¯ëÿl ? FÜÿæ Lÿç¨Àÿç {¾æSæ{¾æSLëÿ
¨ÀÿçbÿŸ LÿÀÿç$æF, †ÿæÜÿæ D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >
V-365
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I-UG-Com(GE)-I (ME)

3. Define indifference curve and describe its
properties.
12½
4. SAC is U-shaped. Examine it.

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

12½

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
5. Describe the equilibrium of the firm and industry in
the shortrun under perfect competition.
12½

Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

6. State and explain the producers surplus under perfect
competition.
12½

1. Write notes on any four of the following : 7½ × 4

7. State and explain how a monopolist attains
equilibrium both in short run and long run. 12½
8. Define oligopoly and describe its features.

12½

a) Revenue curves under Perfect Competition.
b) Cross elasticity of demand
c) Income effect
d) Law of returns to scale
e) Expansion path

9. Explain Low price and output can be determined
under monopolistic competition.
12½

f)

10. What is Monopoly ? How monopoly is different from
perfect competition.
12½

h) MRTSXY.

V-362-3.6



Harizontal and vertical Integration of firms.

g) Price line

2. Define price elasticity of demand and describe
different types of price elasticity of demand with
diagram.
12½
V-362
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I-UG-Hn (AECC)-I (Arts)

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. {H$Ýht Xmo àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE :

10 × 2

H$) ^mfm _r n[a^mfm ~VmVo hþE _m¡{IH$ Am¡a {b{IV ^mfm _|
A§Va ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&
I) ì`§OZ H$s n[a^mfm XoVo hþE BgH$m dJuH$aU H$s{OE Ÿ&
J) g§àofU {H$go H$hVo h¢ ? CgHo$ à{H«$`m na g§jon _| {b[IE Ÿ&
K) g§àofU Š`m h¡ ? CgHo$ {d{^Þ àH$mam| H$mo g§jon _| ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&
2. H$) {H$Ýht VrZ Ho$ Xmo-Xmo n`©m`dmMr eãX [b{IE :

1×3

AmH$me, JUoe, ndZ, ór, nwÌ Ÿ&
I) {H$Ýht VrZ Ho$ {dbmo_ eãX {b{IE :

1×3

AZwamJ, nyañH$ma, Aënm`w, hf©, AJ«O Ÿ&

V-367
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J) {H$Ýht VrZ eãXm| Ho$ ewÕ ê$n {b{IE :

[ 3 ]

1×3

M) {H$Ýht Xmo Ho$ AW© ~VmH$a dmŠ` _| à`moJ H$s{OE : 2 × 2

AZm{YH$ma, g_mYr, ~m~OwX, {H${OE, \w$b Ÿ&
K) {H$Ýht VrZ dmŠ`m| H$mo ewÕ H$a {b{IE :

i) ZmH$ H$Q>Zm
ii) A§Yo H$s bmR>r

1×3

i) h_ ImZm Im {bE h¢ Ÿ&

iii) Zm¡ Xmo ½`mah hmoZm

ii) CgH$m n«mU {ZH$b J`m Ÿ&

iv) AH$b H$m Xwí_Z

iii) _¢ _oao Ka _| ahVm hy± Ÿ&

v) Z ahoJm ~m±g Z ahoJr ~m±gwar Ÿ&

iv) Amn BYa ~¡R>mo Ÿ&
v) CgZo _wPo ~mobm Ÿ&

L>) {H$Ýht Mma H$m EH$-EH$ eãX _| {b{IE :
i) Omo Hw$N> Zht OmZVm
ii) Omo XoIm Zht OmVm
iii) {OgH$m A§V Zht hmo gH$Vm
iv) {nVm H$s ~hZ
v) Omo OÝ_ go A§Ym h¡
vi) Omo {Zem _| {dMaU H$aVm h¡
vii) Omo AmgmZr go {_bVm h¡ Ÿ&

1×4
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I-UG-Com(AECC)-I (ES)

c) Give a brief account of alternate energy sources
and their use.
d) Describe the causes, effects and controlling
measures and Air Pollution.

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. Write short notes on any
following :

V-369-3.5



a)

two of the
7½ × 2

Ecological pyramid

b) Land degradation
c)

Flood

d) Management of waste.
2. Answer any two of the following :
a)

12½ × 2

Define ecosystem. Discuss the major
components of an ecosystem taking forest as
example.

b) Explain different methods of Conservation of
Biodiversity.
V-369
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I-UG-ES(AECC)-I (Sc)

c) What is bodiversity ? Explain different levels
of biodiversity. Add its values.
d) Discuss the causes, effect and control measures
of Water Pollution.

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Write short notes on any two of the following : 7½ × 2
a)
V-371-3.5



Food chains

b) Renewable energy sources
c)

Endangered spcies

d) Industrial waste.

2. Answer any two of the following :
a)

12½ × 2

What is ecosystem ? Describe the different
components and functions of pond ecosystem.

b) Explain the causes and effects of deforestation.
V-371
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I-UG-BBA(AECC)-I (C.Eng)

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any five of the following :
a)

3×5

Verbal communication

b) Non-verbal communication
c)

Barriers of communication

d) Difference between verbal and non-verbal
communication.
e)

Role of Body language in business
communication.

f)

Process of communication

g) Forms of communication
h) Concept of Business communication.
V-370
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[ 3 ]

2. Answer any two of the folllowing :

7×2

a) You are a sales repesentative. Write a letter to
Mr. S. Sharma of ABC Enterprises introducing
one of your new products or services giving all
important details about your product / service.
b) Write a report as a News Reporter about a
witnessed road accident.
c) Write a job application to Managing Director
Hero-India for the post of Marketing Executive.
d) Write a C.V. to list your work achievements,
duties and responsibilities.

3. Do as directed :
i)

It pains me a lot.

ii) He is senior _____ me.

vii) I ______ walk 10 k.m. a day.

ix) This is a helpful book for all.
(Identify adjective)
x) Terry always dresses beatufully.
(Use phrasal verb for 'dress')
xi) Write synonym for the word 'Good'.

(Correct the error)
(Use preposition)

iv) This is a beautiful picture. (Use question tag)
(Change voice)

(Use modal)

viii)You (call) me, I (visit) you. (Use conditional)

1 × 11

iii) He reaches school in time yesterday.
(Correct Tense)

v) I eat rice.

vi) Bread and butter (is/are) good for health.
(Use correct alternative)
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I-PG-ODI-IV

2018

s) Óþë’ÿ÷ {þæ ¯ÿ{ÞBLÿç LÿæÜÿæ¨Àÿç `íÿœÿæ LÿÀÿç{’ÿàÿæ ?
vÿ) àëÿÜÿ {¯ÿæÜÿç ¾æD$#¯ÿæ SæCsçF ¨Àÿç LÿçF œÿBô ¨{Ý ?
2. Lÿ) "fê¯ÿœÿ `ÿç;ÿæ' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀÿ µÿæ¯ÿ ¯ÿç{ÉÈÌ~ LÿÀÿ >

20

Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

A$¯ÿæ
Q) "¯ÿ¿$#†ÿ ¨÷æ~Àÿ A;ÿçþ AÉø' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæÀëÿ {¨÷þÀÿ þÜÿˆÿ´ ¨÷†ÿç¨æ’ÿœÿ
LÿÀÿ >
3. Lÿ) ¨vÿç†ÿ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ Aæ™æÀÿ{Àÿ fæÀÿæ É¯ÿÀÿÀÿ µÿNÿç H µÿæ¯ÿœÿæÀÿ `ÿç†ÿ÷
D¨×æ¨œÿ LÿÀÿ >
20
A$¯ÿæ
Q) ¨÷†ÿêLÿæŠLÿ Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ µÿæ¯ÿ{Àÿ "Hs'Àÿ þíàÿ¿æßœÿ LÿÀÿ >

1. {¾ {Lÿò~Óç ’ÿÉsçÀ ÿ Óóäç© DˆÿÀÿ {àÿQ :

2×10

Lÿ) fê¯ÿœÿ {Ó÷æ†ÿ LÿæÜÿæLëÿ {µÿsç¯ÿæLëÿ ™æDôdç ?
Q) {LÿDô Óë™æþ àÿæSç AæŠæ Ó’ÿæ ¨ç¨æÓç†ÿ ?
S) {LÿDô ’ëÿBsç {¨÷þþßZÿ {¨÷þ ¨÷’ÿæœÿ ?
W) "xÿÀÿœÿç þ{†ÿ{Àÿ xÿÀÿœÿç {þæ{†ÿ {Àÿ' - {¯ÿæàÿç LÿçF LÿæÜÿæLëÿ
LÿÜÿçdç ?
Yÿ) þõ†ëÿ¿Àÿ f{Áÿ ¨ÜÿôÀÿç ¨ÜÿôÀÿç Lÿ'~ {†ÿæÁÿç¯ÿæ Lÿ$æ LëÿÜÿæ¾æBdç ?

4. Lÿ) "Óþë’ÿ÷ H þëô' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ{Àÿ ¯ÿ¿Nÿç H ¨÷Lÿõ†ÿçÀÿ Lÿç¨Àÿç þ™ëÀÿ þçÉ÷~
Wsçdç Aæ{àÿæ`ÿœÿæ LÿÀÿ >
20
A$¯ÿæ
Q) "{’ÿ¯ÿLÿê' Lÿ¯ÿç†ÿæ{Àÿ ¨÷†ÿçüÿÁÿç†ÿ þæ†õÿ†ÿ´Àÿ þæþ}Lÿ Aµÿç¯ÿ¿Nÿç
D{àÿâQ LÿÀÿ >

`ÿ) Óþë’ÿ÷Àÿ µÿàÿ Së~ Lÿ'~ ?
d) `ÿ¸æüëÿàÿ þÜÿLÿ{Àÿ LÿçF ¯ÿæs µëÿàÿç AæÓç$#àÿæ ?
f) LÿæÜÿæLëÿ þÀëÿÓæSÀÿÀÿ fê¯ÿ;ÿ fæÜÿæf {¯ÿæàÿç LëÿÜÿæ¾æF ?
l) ¯ÿçœÿæ ¯ÿæ™æ, ¯ÿçœÿæ ¨÷†ÿç¯ÿæ’ÿ{Àÿ Ó¯ëÿLÿçdç ÓÜÿç¯ÿæÀÿ Aœÿ¿ œÿæþ
Lÿ'~ ?
nÿ) LÿæÜÿæ dæ†ÿç{Àÿ {LÿòÖëµÿ þ~ç $æF ?

V-285-0.5
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I-PG-Hn-IV

3. "A±Yoao _|' H$mì` Ho$ _w»` à{VnmX²` na AmbmoH$nmV H$s{OE Ÿ& 20

2018

AW`m

Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

H$) A±Yoao _o H$m¡Z h¢ ? CZH$m CÕma H$¡go g§^d h¡ ?

10

I) "AgmÜ` drUm' H$s àVrH$mË_H$Vm H$mo g_PmBE Ÿ&

10

4. {ZåZ n«ÊZm| _| go {H$Ýht Xe Ho$ g§[já CÎma Xr{OE :

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

2 ×10

H$) "gmHo$V' H$m Š`m AW© h¡ ?

1. "gmHo$V' _| d{O©V C{U©bm H$s {dahXem H$m AmH$bZ AnZo eãXm| _|
H$s{OE Ÿ&
20

I) "ñ_¥{V' {dah-Xem H$m EH$ CXmhaU Xr{OE Ÿ&

AW`m

J) Š`m "gmHo$V' _| C{_©bm {g\©$ amoVr YmoVr h¡ ?
K) "Mnb `m¡dZ ~mb' nX H$m gma Š`m h¡ ?
L>) Cd©er H$s Š`m BÀN>m h¡ ?
M) nwéadm Š`m| g§Vwï> Zht hmo nmVm h¡ ?
N>) Š`mb‚mm a{V H$s à{VH¥${V h¡ ?

H$) gmHo V _hmH$mì` {bIZ Ho $ _w » ` CX²X o í `m| H $mo ñnï>
H$s{OE Ÿ&
10
I) "Cd©er' Ho$ ào_Xe©Z H$s g_rjm H$s{OE Ÿ&
2. "b‚mm' gJ© Ho$ _w»` ^mdm| H$m gma {b{IE Ÿ&

O) "nwb{H$V H$Xmå~ H$s _mbm' {H$gH$m àVrH$ h¡ ?
P) am_ "nwéfmoÎm_ Z~rZ' Š`m| h¢ ?
Äm>) am_ H$mo {Zame XoIH$a hZw_mZ Ho$ _Z _| Š`m {dMma AmVm h¡ ?
Q>) H$maImZo H$s {M_Zr H${dH$mo H¡$gm {XImB XoVm h¡ ?
R>) AgmÜ` drUm Ho$ gmW H$mì`H$bm H$m Š`m gmå` h¡ ?
V-286-0.5



10
20

AW`m
H$) b‚mm Zmar Ho $ OrdZ Ho $ {bE Š`m| Amdí`H$ h¡ ,
g_PmBE Ÿ&
10
I) "am_H$s e{º$nyOm' _| e{º$ H$s _m¡{bH$ H$ënZm H¡$go H$s JB© h¡,
MM©m H$s{OE Ÿ&
10
V-286
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I-PG-Phy-IV

b) Discuss spinor transformation under rotation and
hence show that spin has no classical analog. 10

2018
Full Marks - 80

OR

Time - 3 Hours

c) Write down the relevant commutation relations

for angular momentum operator J  J x , J y , J z



and solve the eigen value problem for J2.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions



10

d) What are C.G. Co-efficients ? Obtain the C.G.
Co-officients for angular momentum states with
1
J1 = 1 and J 2 
10
2

1. Answer any ten of the following :
a)

2 × 10

If Â and B̂ are hermitian operators with
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ
A,
 B  cc then prove that ĉ is hermitian.

b) Derive position operator in momentum
representation.
c)

V-289-0.3



Derive expansion theorem from closure relation
in a given basis.

d) Define scalar product of vectors and mention
its properties.
e)

Show that time evolution operator is unitary.

f)

Derive the equation of motion in the Heisenberg
picture.

V-289
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g) Show that  L + L   2Lz
h) Evaluate [LZ, L2]
i)

3
Derive matrix for the operator J Z for j 
2

j)

What is a density matrix ?

k) Prove that  i  j   ji  2 ij
l)

How many number of C.G. Co-efficients are
required for addition of two spin states with
l 1
2

2. a) Let 1, 2 , ..... n represent a set of linearly
independent eigen functions corresponding to a
degenerate state. Construct appropriate linear
combinations so that the given eigen functions
form an orthonormal set.
10
b) Deduce the uncertainty relation using non
commutativity of the operators.
10
OR

[ 3 ]

c) Explain the concept of finite and infinite
dimensional complex linear vector space in
quantum mechanics with examples.
10
d) Show that the operator that implements finite
translation is unitary. Discuss the physical
significance of this result.
10
3. a) Use the operator method to obtain energy eigen
values and eigen vectors of ID harmonic
oscillator.
10
b) Obtain time dependence of raising, lowering and
Hamiltonian operators in I-D Harmonic
oscillator.
10
OR
c) Show that angular momentum operator are
generators of rotation.
10
d) obtain matrix representation for operators
LZ, L+ and L– for l = 1.
10
4. a) Obtain eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
Pauli spin matrix Z.
10
V-289
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I-PG-Hn-V

[ 2 ]

2. ag H$s {Zîn{Îm Ho¡$go hmoVr h¡, {dñVmago g_PmBE Ÿ&

20

2018
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

AW`m
H$) gmYmaUrH$aU Š`m h¡ ?

10

I) H$mì`Ho$ à`moOZ Š`m Š`m h¡ ?

10

3. "H$mì` emo^mH$amZ² Y_©mZ² Ab§H$mamZ² àMjVo' - Bg {gÕm§V H$mo
ì`m»`m H$s{OE Ÿ&
20

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. {ZåZ àíZm| _| go {H$Ýht XeHo$ g§{já CÎma Xr{OE :

2 × 10

H$) "eãXmWm£ H$mì`_²' - g_PmBE Ÿ&
I) "à{V^m' H¡$go H$mì` H$m hoVw h¡ ?

AW`m
H$) ar{V Š`m h¡ ? JwZmogo CgH$m Š`m g§~§Y h¡ ?

10

I) AW©mb§H$ma H$s AdYmaUmH$mo ñnï> H$s{OE Ÿ&

10

J) H$mì` H$m _w»` à`mmoOZ Š`m h¡ ?
K) "AZw^md' Š`m h¡ ?
L>) bú`mW© Am¡a dmÀ`mW© H$m Š`m g§~§Y h¡ ?

4. Üd{Z {gÕmÝV H$s gå`H²$ g_rjm H$s{OE Ÿ&

20

M) "Ab§H$ma' eãX H$m Š`m AW© h¡ ?
N>) EH$ eãXmb§H$ma H$m CXmhaU Xr{OE Ÿ&

AW`m
H$) eãXe{º$`m| H$mo gmoXmhaU g_PmBE Ÿ&

10

I) ~H«$mo{º$ Ho$ _w»` ^oXm| na àH$me S>m{bE Ÿ&

10

O>) Ab§H$ma H$mì` H$m emo^m H$mo H¡$go ~T>mVo h¢ ?
P) "ê$nH$' H$m Š`m AW© h¡ ?
Äm) dH«$mo{º$ {H$go H$hVo h¢ ?
Q>) H$mHw$ dH«$mo{º$ H$m EH$ CXmhaU Xr{OEŸ&
R>) "ñ\$moQ>' Š`m h¡ ?

V-294-0.5
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I-UG-Sans (AECC)-I (Arts)

J) n{R>Vm§e_mYmaoU JrVm`m… d¡{eîQ>ç§ {bIV Ÿ&

2018
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

K) g§ñH¥$VoZ AZwdmX§ Hw$é :
Sê†ÿæ Üÿç¢ëÿ ’ÿÉöœÿÀÿ fæ†ÿêß Ó¸ˆÿç A{s > AÀÿ¯ÿç¢ ÿZÿ
þ†ÿ{Àÿ µÿS¯ÿ†úÿ Sê†ÿæ ¨õ$¯ÿêÀÿ Ó¯ëÿ ™þöS÷¡ÿvÿæÀëÿ A™#Lÿ
¨÷µÿæ¯ÿÉæÁÿê A{s > FÜÿæ þÜÿæµÿæÀÿ†ÿÀÿ µÿêÍ¨¯ÿö{Àÿ Adç >
ÉZÿÀÿ FÜÿæLëÿ Sê†ÿæSèÿæ LÿÜÿçd;ÿç > Sê†ÿæ Ašßœÿ þ~çÌÀÿ
BbÿæÉNÿçLëÿ ¯õÿ•ç LÿÀÿæF >
Gita is the national property of Hindu
Philosophy. According to Arabindo the
Bhagavat Gita is the most powerful of all
religious scriptures of the world. It exists in the
Bhisma Parva of the Mahabharata. Sankara says,
it is Gitaganga. The study of Gita develops the
will power of man.
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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions
1. AYmo{b{IVofw Û`mo… àý`m| CÎma§ {bIV :

7½ × 2

H$) H$R>mon{Zf{X aWê$nH$ñ` Xme©{ZH$VÎd§ {deX`V Ÿ&
I) Ord… H$W _¥Ë`w_wImV² à_wÀ`Vo ?
J) BpÝÐ`m{U dbmV² qH$ ha{V ?
K) ì`m»`m§ Hw$é :
{dhm`H$m_mZ² M… gd©mZ²
nw_m§üa{V {Z…ñn¥h… Ÿ&
{Z_©_mo {Zah‘>ma… Ÿ&
g empÝV_{YJÀN>{V Ÿ&&
2. AYmo{b{IVofw Û`mo… CÎma§ {bIV :

12½ × 2

H$) H$R>mon{Zf{X d{U©Vñ` AmË_VÎdñ` gma§ dU©`V &
I) H$… pñWVàk… ? H$W§ Vñ` àkm à{V{ð>Vm ?
V-366
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